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NOTICE
Meeting in September in
Philadelphia ; again in
j
Chicago in December.
The Executive Committee pro
i;em. will meet at Bryn Mawr Pa.
luring the Economic History Assoc-
iation meetings. There they will
iecide on future plans and pre-
pare for the expanded meeting of
:he full membership in December
Ln Chicago at the AHA meetings.
News in Labor History
Grants-in-aid offered
The Sidney Hillman Foundation
ICncorporated, has announced a ser-
ies of activities of interest to
>tudents of American labor history
ind sociology. It includes lim-
ited scholarship grants^ grants-
in-aid, prize awards, and lecture
jponsorship. More information can
38 had by writing thexr New York
pffices. A more detailed inquiry
i.8 being made by the BULLETIN.
Research Material Netded
Graduate student David R.
Weimer, 5127 East Twin Lakes Blva,
Minneapolis 22, Minnesota is at
work on his thesis, "Mythology in
the AFL." (see Work-in-Progress)
He is placing the first want-ad in
the BULLETIN (no charge to mem-
bers) and requests songs, reprints
of speeches, cartoons, posters,
handbills, etc., on the AFL, chiefly
in the pre-19li^ period. He is inter-
ested in the attitudes of the
national officers toward capital-
ists, child labor, clergymen, for-
eigners, socialists, intellec-
tuals, "scabs," unionists, Gom-
pers himself, the union label,
strikes, America, and so on. He
is will to pay "reasonable prices
for usable, salable items."
Wisconsin Activities
At the State Historical Society
of Wisconsin, Director Clifford
Lord is guiding a most interesting
project. Following in the steps
of John R. Commons, Mr. Lord is
gathering documentary material on
the history of labor in V/isconsin.
With the official blessings of the
AFL, the CIO and the independent
unions, the Historical Society iz
gathering the vritten records and
files of unions in the state. They
have many minute books, correspon-
dence files, contracts and other
non-current union data. In addi-
tion, they have the letters and
papers of labor leaders and have
tape recordings of the voices of
extant old timers. The project is
still in the gathering-material
stage. A Newsletter is issued,
periodically to keep interest
alive. The idea is to add to the
great store of data held in the
Wisconsin Hi3torical Society and
the Univ. of Wisconsin, left from
the Commons Associates days.
Frances Perkins
At the University of Illinois,
retired Secretary of Labor Frances
Perkins was resident lecturer at
the Institute of Labor and Indus-
trial Relations. She stayed for
six weeks giving seminars, lectures,
and meeting informally with staff
and students.
The National Archives
Tiie National Archives in Wash-
ington, D.C. has microfilmed the
valuable reports of the U.S. Com-
mission on Industrial Relations for
1916. The reports are a compre-
hen-iive Jitudy of labor conditiono
for tiie period, and the complete
microfilm set caja be purchased
\
for $75. M-jre details will be
"
forthcoming
.
|
Labor Periodicals
The N.Y. State School of Labc
and Industrial Relations at Cor-
nell University has completed it
,
compilation of American Labor Pe
odicals
. Running over 3OO mimec
graphed pages, the list includes
all the labor newspapers held by
American libraries . Proceedings
etc., are not included. The edi
tor of this project, Mr. Bernarc^
G. Naas, Assistant librarian at
the Cornell school, says that tht
purpose of the project is to en-
courage libraries to swap their
|
regional holdings in order to pe
mit each region to achieve depth
in the labor papers of their are
E.g., if a midwestern library ha
|
the complete file of labor paper
of a particular county in Cali-
fornia, and a California library
has a file of Indiana papers,
arrangements can be made to swap
The exchange period will continul
for about a year, then the re-
,
vised list will be published by
Cornell, according to geograph- I
ical location. About twenty
|
libraries are at present cooper^
ating, including the U.S. Deparif
ment of Labor Library.
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lias of the LABOR HISTORIANS
.. To encourage the study of
the history of labor.
To assist in the dissemina-
tion of information on the
history of the labor movement.
i. To serve as a clearing house
for research workers and their
activities
.
To help students working in
the field to become acquain-
ted with one another's work,
especially when they are
working in related areas.
To encourage publication of
work in the field.
To publicize deposits of
archival material, manu-
scripts, files of informa-
tion, etc., on labor history.
To make known the work-in
-
progress of our members
.
To work with other historical
societies in arreinging pro-
grams and meetings.
The Labor Historians Bulletin,
Publication of the Labor
Historians. Address all
communications to L.H-Arky,
Editor, Institute of Labor &
Industrial Relations,
University of Illinois,
Champaign, Illinois.
Single copies (for non-
members), twenty-five cents.
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EDITORIAL
The Present Situation
Peering from behind the printed pages of volume I of
most any American history text is an anon^Tnous man. A
docile figure, a "horny-handed son of toil," he stands in
a doorway on a quiet street, lined with elms, his brawny
arms with rolled sleeves akimbo protruding from a stained
leather apron. But with the second semester and volume
II, students see the muscle-bound journeyman mechanic
ti'ansformed into a "roused giant," violently striking
against Gould's railroad chain, demanding the eight hour
day, and proclaiming the coming of producer's coopera-
tives to cleanse the economic system of predatory cap-
italists. By the time the instructor reaches the 1930's
(if indeed he ever does!) the transformation of the
American worker (text version) is complete. He is emerged
from the trampdom of the Wobblies and the openshop twen-
ties and is a full blown urban rowdy, hanging wild-eyed
from an auto factory in Detroit enjoying a sitdown strike
binge by yelling intimate remarks to passers by.
Much is being done to render this bloodless figure
into a man of human passions with aspirations not unlike
others of his time. But before the wage earner and his
leaders can emerge from their historical anonjinity, there
remains much more digging to be done. Before we can ade-
quately appraise the place of the worker in American
life, more inquiry must be made and the results published.
Because of the vastness of labor history in both time
and space, the going is slow. The "gaps in our knowledge"
are large and numerous . To know more of the worker, his
problems and his manner of solving them would be a large
contribution to our understanding ui' American social and
economic history.
The principal purpose of the Bulletin is to act as
a clearing house for students in the lield of labor his-
tory. (See insert on Aims.) When the LABOR HISTORIAMS
held their initial meeting in Lexington, Kentucky, at the
M7HA. sessions in May, they unanimously expressed their desire
to have a liason vith one another; and true to the academic
tradition, they heartily disagreed on the method of their
affiliation- There are many ways to conduct our informal group
We could follow the example of the American Historical Assoc-
iation and meet annually or tvice yearly, publish a Journal,
vork under a constitution which can provide for officers,
dues, and formal organization.
Or, we can offer Plan Two. This suggests adoption of
the model developed by the American Studies Association.
Fortunate in having a publication to begin with, they have
grown nicely. The ASA have a formal organization with reg-
ional affiliates. Their pxirpose is to advocate American
Studies cunricula on the various campuses, and to further
the study of American cultvire in its entirety. There are
elements in their plan of value to us, especially the idea
of regional sub-groups organizing and being affiliated with
a parent group.
A third plan is suggested by the Railroad historians
known as the Lexington Group, a lusty aggregation of de-
votees of the iron hoss. They keep organization and dues
to a minimum and concentrate on issuing a mimeographed
newsletter on the subject close to their hearts . They meet
in conjunction with a few of the larger academic organiza-
tions, and are an intimate yet serious group.
Your editor feels that we can be eclectic and still be
original. There are many interprises we can profitably
entejrtain, but there must be a priority established to keep
our lines stategically intact. Overextension means doom
for new, undermanned organizations in academic circles.
At the top of the priority list for the time being is
the Bulletin—the coordinating link which can hold us to-
gether for the present until we feel in position to strike
out into other activities, including expanding the Bulletin
itself. There can be little question that we can dignify
our present little sheet with clear faced neartype on a
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more durable paper, and a more artistic format. And soon
we can begin to include original pieces by our people.
Organizationally, we can be models of simplicity.
Certainly ve can for an interim period until the member-
ship has made its desires known. I propose two overlapping
committees to direct our activities for the immediate
future
.
1. Editorial Committee: a three man committee with
the Editor as chairman. The Editor should also
serve on the other committee.
2. Steering Committee (or Executive Committee):
a three man committee, including the Editor, whose
function is to pass on sviggestions for expansions
and changes, make arrangements for sessions with
the major historical associations, etc.,
Matters of large Import should be submitted to the mem-
bership for referendum and Vox Populi will decide the matter.
Since practically the only expense of the organization will
be the Bulletin , the Editoral Committee can be keeper of the
coin.
At the moment, we are operating with £in eight man
Executive Committee, pro tempore, informally installed at
Lexington. This group can form the nucleus of the two new
conmittees until further plans are decided upon, probably in
Chicago in December at the American Historical Association
meeting.
Those among you interested in organizational and con-
stitutional matters might give the suggestions above your
thought. Your considered opinion would be appreciated.
A composite of the thinking of the membership will be
offered in our next issue. LA.
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN
THE LABOR HISTORIANS
NAME
INSTITUTION
MAILING
ADDRESS
FIELD OF RESEARCH
WORK-IN-PROGRESS
TEACHING COURSES
INVOLVING LABOR HISTORY?
RECENT ARTICLES
NAMES OF POSSIBLE
APPLICANTS
Mail to: Louis H. Arky, Institute of Labor & Industrial Relations;
Champaign, Illinois
Fee for 1953 -S'v: $1-00

WORK-IN-PROGRESS
A regular feature of the LABOR HISTORIANS BULLETIN will be a report
on Work-in-Progress. By no means a complete listing of either Pli.D. or
M.A. dissertations in the vorks, the list below represents a beginning.
Every year, if plans go through, the BULLETIN will issue a supplement,
bringing work-in-progress up to date. The main source of information
will be our members who are requested to drop a line to the editor giving
their name, institution, if any, field of interest euid area of research
Information about other working scholars will also be of assistance.
Ph.D. Dissertations and other work-in-progress
in the history of labor.
"The Labor Movement in New York City from l800-1935,
with Special Reference to 1900-1935; A study in the
Growth of Organized Labor." New York Univ. Ph.D.
Thesis. (Mailing address unknown)
Philadelphia
Alexander, Joseph
Arky, Louis H.
Arnold, Delbert D.
Ayer, High M.
Balfe, Richard G.
Behen, David M.
Berman, Hyman
Blum, Albert A.
Bomet, Vaughn D.
"Origins of the American Labor Movement.
1826-1836." Univ. of Illinois.
"The CIO's Role in American Politics, 1936-19^+8." Unii/
of Maryland. Ph.D. Thesis.
"Indiana Labor During World War II." Indiana Univ. Ph.
Thesis.
"Charles Patrick Neill: Labor Economist and Social
Worker. Notre Dame. Ph.D. Thesis
"Labor Movement in Chicago, 187^-96." Univ. of Chicago
Ph.D. Thesis (completed.)
"The Era of the Protocol: a Chapter in the History of
Int. Ladies Garment Workers Union, I9IO-I6." Columbia
Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
"Labor Communism: A Study of the Civil War in the Ladi
Garment Workers Union." Columbia Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
"Politics and Labor in the 1920 's." Stanford Univ.
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Bvirbank, David T.
Cain, Leonard
Calderhead, Wm.
Cornell, Robt. J.
CoBtello, Lawrence
Crupi, Dominick
Crystal, Pearl
Daney, Walter F.
Dunbar, John L-
"The St. Louis General Strike of 187T" Address: Ik
North Kings Highway, St. Louis 8, Mo.
"The Irish Labor Movement." Catholic Univ. Ph.D. Thesi,
"The Norristown (Pa.) labor Movement." Univ. of
Pennsylvania. Ph.D. Thesis.
"A History of the Anthracite Coal Strike of 1902."
Catholic Univ. Pu.D. Thesis.
"The Labor Movement in New York City, 1861-73."
Columbia Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
The Anthracite Coal Strike,
corsin. Ph.D. Thesis.
1901-02." Univ. of Wis-
"Teachers Unions in New York City, 1916-48 Teachers
Union, Teachers Guild." Columbia Univ. Ph.D. Thesis
"A History of the American Federation of Musicians
of the United States and Canada." Lehigh Univ. Ri.D.
Thesis
"History of the Coal Mine Workers of W. Va." Columbia
Univ. Ph.D. Thesis
Erickson, Charlotte "Recruitment of European Immigrant Labor by American
Industry, I86O-85." Cornell Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
Evans, Fjrank B. "The Great Railway Strike of 1877." Pennsylvania Stat
Coll. Ph.D. Thesis.
Fenton, Edwin
Garbati, Irving
Gearty, Rev
"Italian Immigrants in the American Labor Movement."
Harvard Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
"The New Unionism: A Study of British Trade Unionism
in Transition." Columbia Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
Patrick "Economic Thought of Monsignor John A. Ryan."
Catholic Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
Ginger, Ray "Biography of Clarence Darrow." Western Reserve Univ.
Graf, Robt. J. "Nineteenth Century Labor Thought." Purdue Univ.
Green, Mother M. "National Civic Federation and Organized Labor."
Catholic Univ. M.A. Thesis.
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rrob, Gerald N.
lutman, Herbert G.
[adden, Henry
[afeman, Henrietta
iall, John P.
Iggins, Rev. Geo.
udson, Harriet D.
unter, Wilbur H.
ames, Edward T.
emmerer, Don L
.
arson. Marc
iennedy, Douglas R.
errick, Eugene E.
uritz, Hyman
3iby, James R.
"The American Labor Movement, 1865-191'+ • North-
western Univ.
"The Depression of 1873 and the Railroad Strike
of 1877." Univ. of Wisconsin. Ph.D. Thesis.
"Labor Disturbances in Western Pennsylvania, 1872-
90." Univ. of Pennsylvania. Ph.D. Thesis.
(Mailing address unknown).
"Alexander McDonald, Labor Member of Parliament."
Univ. of Chicago. Ph.D. Thesis.
"The Gentle Craft. The Narrative of Yankee Shoe-
makers." Ph.D. Thesis completed. Now at Goucher
Coll., Balto., Md.
"Voluntarism in the AFL-" Catholic Univ. Ph.D. Thesj
Address: Natl Catholic Welfare Confr., Washington,D.C
"John H. Walker: Mine Leader and President of the
Illinois State Federation of Labor. I90O-3O." Univ. c
Illinois
.
"Mechanics and Merchants: The Struggle for Community
Leadership in Baltimore in the Jeffersonian Era."
Johns Hopkins Ph.D. Thesis.
"Political Activities of the Knights of Labor." Har-
vard Univ. Ph.D. Thesis. Address: Mills College, Cali
"The Knights of Labor." Univ. of Illinois.
"Political Thought of American Trade Unions, I906-I8.
Washburn Univ., Kansas.
"Life of Richard T. Ely." Univ. of Wisconsin. Ph.D.
Thesis .
"Theodore Roosevelt and Labor." Univ. of Wisconsin.
Ph.D. Thesis.
"The Socialists and the Trade Union Movement, 1865-
19lU." Columbia Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
"Biography of Carroll D. Wright." Harvard Univ. Ph.D.
Thesis .
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Mackin, Rev. Joseph
Madel, Bernard
Manges, Frances
Mattson, Bernard B.
Montavon, Paul A.
Morris, James 0.
Mullady, Thomas M.
McDonagh, Rev. Thos.
McGovern, Geo. S.
McHale, Sister
Loretta
McKee, Delber L.
McMurray, Donald L.
Palmer, John L.
Poirer, Philip P.
Rlcker, Ralph R.
"Legislative History of the Union Shop." Catholic
Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
"Abolition of Slavery ajid the Labor Movement."
Western Reserve Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
"Employment of Women in Colonial Philadelphia."
Univ. of Pennsylvania. Ph.D. Thesis. (Mailing
address unknown).
Univ. of
Catholic Univ.
"Radicalism in the U.S. 1787-l800.'
Chicago. Ph.D. Thesis.
"Economic Thought of John Mitchell.
Ph.D. Thesis.
"The AFL, 1933-1952." Univ. of Michigan. Ph.D. Thesis.
"Life of Jonn Mitchell." Address: 5l8 Dryden Rd.,
Ithaca, N.Y.
"Some Aspects of Roman Catholic Attitude Tovard the
American Labor Movement, 1900-1'+." Ph.D. Thesis
completed. Address: Notre Dame Univ.
"Colorado Coal Strike of I913-IU." Northwestern Univ,
Ph.D. Thesis. Address: Dakota Wesleyan Univ.
Mitchell, S.D.
"Reforms Advocated by the Knights of Labor Under MaS'
ter Worlcman T . V . Powderly . " Catholic Univ. Ph.D.Thesil
"The AFL and International Relations,l886-1950." Stai
ford Univ. Ph.D. Address :Westminster Coll., Pa.
"The Great Burlington Railroad Strike of 1888."
Address: Box 207, Dryden, N.Y.
"British Policy and the Labor Movement in Malaya."
Cornell Univ. Ph.D. (Mailing address unknown).
"British Socialist and Labor Propaganda in the
Eighteen Nineties." Harvard Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
"The Greenback Movement in Pennsylvania, 1865-I88O.
Lebanon Valley Coll. Ph.D. Thesis.
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Rischin, Moses "The Jewish Labor Movement in New York City^
191^," Harvard Univ. Ph.D. Thesis. Address:
Brooklyn College, N.Y.
1870-
Schaeffer, Justin K. "German Labor under National SocialiE
Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
Columbia
Small, Milton "Biography of Robert Schilling." Univ. of Wisconsin
Ph.D. Thesis.
Somma, Nicholas "The Knights of Labor and Chinese Exclusion." Catho
lie Univ. Ph.D. Thesis (completed). Address: 3OOT
Monument Ave., Richmond, Va.
Stevenson; Geo. K. "Railroad Labor." Emory & Henry Coll., Va.
Vance, M. M.
Walsh, Richard
Weimer, David
Yearley, Clifton
"Labor Movement and Intellectual History." Florida
State Univ., Tallahassee, Fla.
"The Charleston, S.C, Mechanics' Society." Univ. o:
So. Carolina, Ph.D.
"Mythology in the AFL, l88l-1924." Ph.D. Thesis.
Univ. of I4innesota. Address: 512? E. Twin Lakes
Blvd., Minneapolis 22, Minn.
"British Men and Ideas in the American Trade Union
Movement." Johns Hopkins Univ. Ph.D. Thesis.
ASSESSMENTS FOR 1933-^^
The assessment for the 1953-5^ year will be $1.00. There are no due;
attached to belonging to TEE LABOR HISTORIANS, but each year members wiL
be assessed in accordance with the needs of the organization. The first
year will doubtless be the all-time high for membership assessment.
Below are the names of those who have paid their first year's fee.
Each of you is urged to mail your application blank (see enclosed) to the
editor with your fee and the names, addresses and fields of interest of
people known to you who might want to join. Cliarter members include:
* Aaron I. Abell, Notre Dame
* Louis H. Arky, Univ. of Illinois
Richard G. Balfe, Notre Dame
* David M. Behen, Knox College, 111.
* Albert A. Blum, 250 N. Thomas St., Arlington, Va.
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Rev. Robert J. Cornell, St. Norbert Coll., Wis.
Henry David, Queens Coll.
Louis Filler, Antioch Coll.
Ray Ginger, Western Reserve
Robert J. Graf, Purdue
Gerald I], Grob, Northvestern
Jonathan Gressman, U.S. Militaary Historian, Wash.
John p. Hall, Goucher Coll.
Don L. Kemmerer, Univ. of Illinois
Rev. Chas. E. Killeen, St. Norbert Coll., Wis.
George S. McGovern, Dakota Wesleyan Univ., S.D.
Howard E. Quint, Univ. of South Carolina
George J. Stevenson, Emory & Henry Coll., Va.
David R. Weimer, Univ. of Minnesota
Alfred Young, Wesleyan Univ., Conn.
D.C.
Denotes members of the Executive Coimnittee pro. tem.
Lexington in May.
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See You at the C. Hilton
Those planning to come to Chi-
cago for the AHA meetings are
reminded that The Labor Histor-
ians are meeting informally at
the Conrad Hilton Hotel on Tues-
day, Dec. 29. The room number
will be announced, so watch the
Hilton bulletin board.
This may be an excellent chance
to talk professional business
with colleagues you have never
had a chance to meet. And it will
give the Exec .Committee an oppor-
tunity to discuss weighty matters
of our organization.
Your editor would like to meet you
all personally.
The Labor Historians Bulletin is
the publication of The Labor
Historians. Address all communi-
cations to L.HJVrky, Editor,
Inst, of Labor & Industrial Re-
lations, Univ. of Illinois,
Champaign, 111. Advertising
rates given on request. Clrc.
260. Yearly dues: $1. Publ. 3
times yearly.
Our Last Meeting
Present at our Bryn Mawr Exec.
Comm. meeting last Sept. were:
John Hall (Goucher), Rev. Henry J.
Browne (Catholic U.), Ray Ginger
(W .Reserve), and Lou Arky (U. of
Illinois).
Two main problems were dlsc\issed.
(l)Expansion of our Bulletin and
(2)Promoting labor history programs
at the larger Historical Assn.
meetings
.
Prospects for expansion of the
Bulletin are not encouraging at this
time. Yet the Comm. felt we ought to
begin thinking about a more substan-
tial publication, one that might ac-
commoaate articles, selected reviews
and generally being of service to
working labor historians.
The problem is financial. This year
our Bulletin was reduced to 3 issues
due to shortage of funds . This much
can be said about the future: des-
pite costs, we can continue on a
U -times -a -year basis with our present
format. It means that stenographic
(con'd on p. 2)
W'^rk formerly hired out must be
dene by the ed. And that's a
good reason why the Bulletin
vlll. eventually be located at
a cooperating university where
two or more of us can join to
do the work it requires
.
We have taken the Initiative by
contacting other historical as-
sociations with a view to co-
operating with them in promoting
jabor h' story programs. We are
making it known to program
chairmen and editors that we
can help them locate specialists
in our field. Our files con-
tain th2 names, addresses and
work-in-progress of a few hun-
dred active historians. Both
these matters will be again dis-
cussed in Chicago this month.
Wants Greek Labor Material
Prof .Jim Dertouzos of the Rutgers
Univ. (New Brunswick, N.J.) Inst,
of Mgt.& Labor Relations, is In-
terested in information on the
modern Greek labor movement. He
wants to contact others working
in this area.
Vol.1. No.l, Soldout
Please, no more requests for the
Bulletin's first Issue. It sold
out
.
Aims of im LABOR HISTORIANS
1. To encour&ge the. study of the
history of labor.
2. To assist in the dissemination of
information on the history of the
labor movement.
3. To serve as a clearing house for
research workers and their
activities.
k. To help students working In the
field to become acqviainted with
one another's work, especially
when they are working in related
areas
.
5. To encourage publication of work
in the field.
6. To publicize deposits of archival
material, manuscripts, files of
Information, etc., on labor history.
7. To make known the work-in-progress
of our members
.
8. To work with other historical soci-
eties in arranging programs and
meetings.
9. To act as a general liaison for
labor historians and those gener-
ally Interested in the field.
10. To assist in securing grants for
research in the field of labor
history.
News from Ntl Archives
Paul Lewinson, able Chrm. of the Com-
mittee on Labor Union Archives of the
Society of Amer. Archivists, reports
that his committee is going to attempt
a union list of labor archives In the
U.S. The proje.^t is still in the works.
-2-
~~^
More news later. Mr.Lewinson
is with the National Archives
in Washington, D.C.
Also from Ntl Archives . They
have issued Preliminary In-
ventories on many of their
vast files. New titles include:
"War Labor Policies Board,"
(#U), and "Maritime Labor
Board, "(#20). Scheduled
Inventory for near future is
"National War Labor and Wage
Stabilization Board,World War
II."
U. of 111. Labor Blblio.
Just published is the History
of Labor and Unionism In the
U.S.
, a most useful biblio-
graphy of books (not articles).
Published by the U.of Illinois
Inst, of Labor & Industrial
Relations, it sells for one
dollar. Since it is a mimeo
job printed on one side only,
it is a must for students as
it penal ts copious annotation
for one's personal use. Supply
is limited so order soon.
Crearer's Ely Coll. to Detroit
Detroit PiJblic Library an-
nounces that in expanding its
labor holdings it has purchased
the John Crearer Lib.'s labor
collection, one of the six
best in U.S. (Others are Dept.
of Labor, L.C., N.Y .Public,
Johns Hopkins, and Wise.State
Lib
.
) .Core of this coll . is
R.T.Ely's library and the Dutch
Scholar, C .V.Gerritson, of Amster-
dam's library.
Catholic U's Archives
One of the country's most specialized
Ms depositories from the point of
view of Amer. labor history is the
Dept. of Archives & Ms of the Catho-
lic U. of America, Washington, D.C.
Materials include Terence V.
Powderly's Papers which amount vir-
tually to the extant archives of the
Knights of Labor. Also, there are
the John Mitchell Papers which are
the personal files alluded to in the
Elsie Gluck volume as being in the
hands of Mitchell's secretary, Miss
Elizabeth Morris , rinally, there are
the John Hayes Papers (at which Norman
Ware had a glance), the last K. of L.
chief. Available too are Monsignor
John A. Ryan's papers. Formerly Prof,
of Industrial Ethics at C.U.A., this
friend of labor's files are strongest
from 1925 -1+5.
LC has John P. Frey Coll.
John P. Frey, retired editor and labor
leader, has presented his personal
papers - a collection of some five
thousand pieces - to the Library of
Congress. They contain info concern-
ing his long connection with the AFL,
his various activities in the labor
movt, and his twenty-four years as
editor of the International Moulders
Journal.
The papers disclose Frey's relations
-3-
with Samviel Gompers ard other
r-.Vjor leaders in the U.S. and
foreign countries; his service
a:; labor adviser and expert on
the U.S. delegation to the
Intl Economic Conference In
Geneva in 1927; his membership
oa other Govt ccuralttees and
delegations having to do with
such subjects as scientific
ugt and labor, labor standards,
and vocational training; and
tlie part he played before and
during V/orld War II in ironing
out labor controversies, especi-
ally in shipyards. For the last
mentioned work, Frey was awarded
the President's Certificate of
Merit.
Students of economic and labor
history are expected to find the
Frey papers a valuable source
of info. The papers will be in
LC Ms Div.
Thesis Bibllo at U. of Cal .
A number of MA and PhD disserta-
tions are included in the 1951-
52 list of Industrial Relations
Theses and Dissertations, the
3d annual edition. Issued by the
Inst, of Industrial Relations at
the Univ. of California, copies
Diay be had at $.50.
Needs Jewish Labor Info.
Morris U. Schappes, 9** Hamilton
Place, N.Y.3I, author of A
Dociuaentary History of tha Jeys^
in U.S., is working on Vol. II,
from 1675 to present. Ee Intends
to include much material on Jews
in the labor movt and requires
leads to, or copies of, referen-
ces to Jewish labor, texts of
speeches, articles, cartoons,
poems , newspaper reports , minutes
of meetings, correspondence of
indlvldvials or of unions, co-ops,
political groups, fraternal organi-
zations, etc., for the period since
1875. He would also like to have
material generally reflecting at-
titudes toward Jews, anti-Semitic
or otherwise.
Progress Report
The Exec. Comm. ex-^resses Its col-
lective thanks for the generous
response you have made. We sent
out 200 copies of Vol.1, No. 1,
and have received about sixty
dollars . As mail order advertisers
will testify, that's a heartening
response . But, in order to break
even, we will need at least fifty
more meraberships . Otherwise, some-
one will be paying out of pocket.
The cctlvatlng idea behind the Labor
Historians Bulletin is that of ser-
vice to students working in the
field. We'd like to make the
Bulletin a regularly published
paper. We'd like to expand it,
and we'd like to promote labor
history gerierally by acting as a
medium to bring ideas and projects
together that need being brought
together. Our meibers include
scholars teachirg e^^.d researching
in many areas: social, eco-
nomic and political history,
in sociology, political sci-
ence and economics . We have
writers, journalists, editors,
labor people and ^vst plain
interested people. All are
interested in the writing and
teaching about the labor movt
in its relation to American
life.
»««*»*
Books
Large Antiqviarian Labor Collection
Frequent Catalogues
Are you on our mailing list?
BURT FRAlflaiM
51 1+ West 113th Street
New York 25, N.Y.
Augustus M.Kelley, Inc.
Booksellers & Publishers
P.O.Box 1+3, Village Sta.
New York Ik, N.Y.
New Advertising Policy
With this issue we will be-
gin accepting advertising
from booksellers, informa-
tion services, etc. The
rates will be $2. for five
lines . For certain kinds of
commercial ads, special rates
will be made.
Specialist in social science
and history of labor movt.
LEON KRAMEE, 19 West 8th
Street, New York 11, N.Y.
Catalog # 23 relating to
labor sent upon request.
« * -K- « « «
Let's Hear from You!
The Bulletin depends on your com-
ment, ideas and interest. If you
have news or info of interest to
the labor history fraternity,
commiinicate them to the editor.
Your ideas, etc., will get a
hearing.
-5-
VJork-In-Progress
Here Is the second installment of Work-in-Progress . Again we
stress that this is not a complete listing of Ph.D. or M.A. disserta-
tions in the works, and those of you who can add to the list are in-
vited to do so. If plans go through, we plan to issue a yearly supple-
ment bringing the list up to dg,te . A major source of information will
be your communications. Sixty -seven listings were published in Vol. I,
No. 1.
Ph.D. -Dissertations and other work -in -progress
in the history of labor.
Bryski, A.J. "Editorial Policy of the New York Times with Respect
to Labor, 1930 to the Taft-Hartley Act." New York
Univ. M.A. Thesis. Address: Lehigh Univ.,
Bethlehem, Pa.
Dertouzos, D.N. "Modern Greek Labor Movt." Rutgers Univ., Ph.D.
Thesis.
Else, Arthxir "The Compulsory Health Insurance Movt in U.S." Univ.
of Wisconsin, Ph.D. Thesis.
Fine, Sidney "Laissez Falre and the General -Welfare State in Ameri-
can Thought, 1865-1901." Univ. of Michigan.
(Faculty)
.
Forsythe, Edwin J. "Missouri Federation of Labor, A History." Univ. of
Missouri, Ph.D. Thesis.
Neufeld, Maurice F. "Social, Political, Cviltural Backgrounds of the
American Labor Movt." N.Y .State School of Industrial
and Labor Relations, Cornell. (Faculty).
"Labor Unions and National Politics in Italian
Industrial Plants. A Study of the Development and
Functions of Grievance Conmlttees in Italy,"
-6-
Ozanne, Robert R.
Perlman, Selig and
Others
Schappes, Morris U.
Seidman, Joel
Witte, Edwin E.
"Effects of Communist Leadership on Unions." Ph.D.
Thesis, Univ. of Wisconsin (Director, School for
Workers, Univ. of Wisconsin)
.
"History of Labor in U.S. Since 1932." (Vol. V
of Commons History). Univ. of Wisconsin. (Faculty)
"Documentary History of the Jews in the U.S., Vol.
II." (See p. k).
"American Labor from Defense to Reconversion." (To
be published by Univ. of Chicago Press soon).
"American Lacor in Politics." Univ. of Wisconsin.
(Facxilty)
.
"History of Social Seciorlty in the U.S."
Recent Articles and Books on the Labor Movement
Churchward, L. G.
Clopper, Edward S
.
Cole, G.D.H.
Epstein, Melech
Greenleaf, Richard
"The American Influence on the Australian Labour
Movement." Hist. Stud. Australia and New Zealand,
"The Ohio Mechanics Institute - Its 125th
Anniversary." Bull. Hist, and Fhilos . See
,
Ohio, Apr. 1953-
Socialist Thought : The Forerunners , 1769-1850 -
(STst. of Soc. Thought, Vol. I), N.Y.: St.
Martin's Press, 1953- Pp.3^6, $5.00.
Jewish Labor in U.S.A ., 191U-1952: An Industrial ,
Political and Cultural History of the Jewish Labor
Movement ., N.Y.: Trade Union Sponsoring Comm.,
1953, Pp. ^+66, $5.50.
"British Labor Against American Slavery." Scl .
and Soc, Winter, 1953-
-7-
Gre&nway, John
Hardman, J.B.S.
Herberg, Will
Jolley, Barley E.
Lander, E.M., Jr.
Lowitt, Richard
McMiirry, Donald L.
Mann, Arthvu-
Martin, James J.
Pauling, Norman G.
Quint, Howard H.
Rlschin, Moses
American Folksongs of Protest ., Phila.: Univ. of
Pennsylvania Press, 1953, Pp- 3^8, $6.75-
"Jewish Workers in the American Labor Movt.'
Annual Jewish Soc
.
Scl., VII, 1952.
Ylvo
"Jewish Labor Movement in the U.S.: World War I to
the Present," Industrial and Labor Relations Review
,
Oct., 1952.
"The Labor Movement In North Carolina, I88O-I922."
North Carolina Hist. Rev. , Jxily, 1953.
"Slave Labor in South Carolina Cotton Mills,"
Jour . Negro Hist. , April, 1953-
"Frostburg l882: German Strikers vs. Strikebreakers
(by Olive Patton)." Soc . Hist . Germans in Maryland
,
28th Report, 1953.
"Labor Policies of the General Managers' Assoc, of
Chicago, I886-I89U." Jour. Eco. Hist. , Spring, 1953-
"Gompers and the Irony of Racism," Antioch Rev.
,
Summer, 1953-
Men Against the State ; The Expositors of Individu -
alist Anarchism in America , 1827-1908' . , (Foreword
by Harry Elmer Barnes ) , DeKalb , 111.: Adrian Allen
Assoc, 1953, PP- 306.
"Labor and Govt, in New Zealand," Southern Economic
Journal
, January, 1953-
The Forging of American Socialism ; Origins of the
Modern Movement , Columbia: Univ. of South Carolina
Press, 1953, Pp. ^09, $6.00.
"From Gompers to Hlllman: Labor Goes Middle Class,"
Antioch Rev ., Suiiimer, 1953-
-8-
Schappes, Morris U. "Jewish Workingmen' a Appeal, I885." Jewish Life
,
May, 1952.
"Hirsh Leckert, Worker Hero." Jewish Life
, June,
1952.
Snsll, John L. "Socialist Unions and Socialist Patriotiem in
Germany, 191^^-1918." The Amer . Hist . Rev., Oct.,
1953.
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Plan Gathering at Madison
If you expect to be in Madi-
son, Wis., for the MVHA
meeting April 22 -2^*, check
the bulletin board at the HQ
for announcements of our
group meeting.
From now on, we'll try to
meet informally at the two
larger meetings, AHA and
MVHA, and talk things over
in some place of "relaxed
atmosphere." We hope to see
you there
.
Dues Now Payable for '^U
The Chicago meeting voted to
make all dues payable from
January. Please mail yoiir
dollar for 195^ and keep us
solvent.
Seventeen Attend Last Confab
Chicago's Xmas meeting at the
Hilton was well attended. Members
held lively discussions on matters
of interest to labor historians.
Suggestions were made to Improve
the coverage of the Bulletin , and
it was decided to offer our services
to some of the major historical
associations for programs. With
the amount of interest and writing
in the field of labor history, it
seems likely that sotao instructive
sessions might be arranged.
It was definitely agreed to meet
twice yearly under the most in-
formal arrangements to exchange
views and tend to the organiza-
tion's business.
(con'd on p. 2)
The Labor Historians ' Bulletin is the publication of the Labor
Historians. Address all communications to the editor, L. H. Arky,
Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations, Univ. of Illinois,
Champaign. Advertising rates on request. Circulation: 260. Dues
$1. yearly, payable from Janviary. Published U times yearly.
Some debate was held over the
proper disposition of labor
archives. On pp. ^-5 appears the
position of Eev. Henry Browne.
Robert Cornell of St. Norbert
College, Wis., was chosen
record, secy., to keep a record
of our discussions
.
Article Going Begging?
According to some editors,
writers on labor history can
have space in their journals
if they submit their Ms.
Material will be considered by:
Journal of Economic His tory
(at Univ . of Penna.) ; Indus -
trial and Labor Relations Re-
Tiew (at Cornell); Expolora -
tions in Entrepreneurial
His tory (at Harvard), and the
Milwaukee Coxmty Hist. Messln -
ger (Milwaukee, and pert, to
local items)
.
The above list simply includes
those whose editors have in-
formed us that they would like
to receive work being done by
members . There are many others
glad to obtain labor history Ms.
U. of 111. Labor Fiction
Ralph McCoy, librarian of the
Inst, of Labor & Indus. Rcls
.
at the U. of 111., is compil-
ing an annotated biblio of
American industrial labor fiction.
Those intends ted are invited to
send their names and they will be
circularized with a preliminary
list which they may annotate. It
will be published on same mimeo
format as the lost Labor History
Biblio (at $1. and still available).
Back Issues Available
Ovir first issue has been reprinted
and is available to members who
didn't receive it. We'll try to
keep open stock on all issues.
Canadian Labor
The Canadian Dept. of Labour, at
Ottawa, has microfilms of 1(A Canad-
ian labour journals and newspapers.
A list of those titles may be ob-
tained from the Dept.'s librajry.
Note: While relations between our
two countries are still amicable,
we suggest that the spelling of
labo(u)r be standardized, to keep
printers sane, if nothing else.
From Archivists' Society
Paul Lewinson, Chrm. of the Comm.
on Trade Union Archives, Society
of American Archivists, is con-
cerned with the sai3c problem that
confronted our members at the Chi-
cago meeting. His organization
wants to locate depositories of
labor material in an effort to com-
pile a complete printed checklist.
Such an undertaking would be a boon
to labor historians.
(con'd on p. 3)
-2-
Medbers of the Labor Historians
are invited to cooperate in the
project to discover and list
sovirce material on labor in con-
junction with the Society of
American Archivists
.
The Society hopes to encourage
the preservation of such records
thru this effort, and to uake
knovn the various holdings
.
They have found that anong all
data pertaining to the labor
aovt., the records of org. labor
are the least known to bo avail-
able.
According to the Society, Feder-
al Ocrt. labor records are well
in hand at the Ntl. Archives in
Washington, but info is needed
about five other categories of
labor records: (l) Those auong
State archives, e.g.. State Labor
lepts
.
; Labor Commissioners
;
(2) Private corporations such as
Firestone, Ford, Westinghouce
;
(3) Archives in educational
institutions and libraries; {k)
Faaily records in private hands,
espec. of labor leaders and
people close to labor; (5) Re-
cords aaintained by unions
Knowledge of such collections or
records, Ms., etc., should be
comaunicated to Mr. Lewinson,
Ntl Archives, Wash. 25. A union
checklist of labor naterials is
Qost desirable.
-3-
Andrqw Fiiruseth: Sean^n's U.
Those interested in the org. of
sailors are directed to Silas B.
Axtcll, 15 Moore St., N.Y.J*. Mr.
Axtell was a friend and lawyer for
Andy Furuseth, organizer of one of
America's first seamen's unions:
Sailor's Union of the Pacific, org.
in Calif, in '85.
Furuseth was born at Roocdal, Norway,
in I85U, and led a naval life. H.
knew what it was to hide for his life
as a result of his crg::nizing acti-
vities. In '97 he had a test c-se
on the 13th Amendment's validity to
seamen taken to the U.S.Supreuc
Court. The vote was 7 to 1 against
the seamen. Furuseth is best known
for being a force behind the
LaFollette Seamen's Act of 1915-
Mr. Axtell is a well known proctor
in admiralty and will cooperate with
any serious student interested in
this aspect of labor hist.
British Labor Sources
Those planning to be in England
might be interested in some sources
of English labo(u)r history since
1870. London has the richest col-
lections. The Labour Party has a
small library where students may
work, and the Fabians have a library
of unpubl. Ms. available to research-
ers . Records of the Labour Represen-
tation League and the London I.L.P.
are at the London School of Economics,
(con'd on p. U)
Also, there are the pamphlet and newspaper collections bequeathed by the
Webbs and Edward Pease. The Webbs have their diaries and corres . there
too^ but, sorry, not yet for use.
Labor Ifeions : Keep Your Records
Ed, Note: The last meeting of our groxq) produced a discussion on the
question of the proper disposition of the records of labor organizations.
One section felt that the proper resting for labor's files is the large
institutional library with its trained staff and facilities for catalog-
ing and shelving in fireproofed areas . Others strongly argue that labor
orgs, ovight to follow the example of older companies, e.g., who, after
permitting their records to fall into limbo, finally set out to rectify
their past by an intensive search for their records. Here follows the
views of Rev. Henry J. Browne, Archivist of the Catholic U. of America,
an advocate of lorglng \inions to institute their own archives.
Among labor's most valuable possessions, if indeed they still have
them, are their noncurrent records. But the way labor's old paper is
often kept, one would hardly think it was capable of being dignified
into source material and footnotes . Unions ought to be urged to assume
the responsibility of keeping, preserving and making available to serious
students the records of their past. In establishing their own archives,
labor would be performing a service to itself and to historians as well.
Labor ought to consider the relative neglect of vinions in the nine-
teenth century. Records then were so seldom preserved that little ad-
vance has been made on two early works of quality, the histories of Com-
mons and associates and Norman Ware's. With so little new material,
little could be added.
Indifference to the peist has marked many social movements. Temperance
societies, peace and reform groups, have more often than not permitted
their office files to aid scrap paper drives. But In many cases these
^ere timely movements without the continuity which the labor movement
possesses
.
In a few instances, papers of leading figures have been preserved.
-U- (con'd on p. 5)
The Gompers and Powderly papers are available . Yet the Library of Congress
itself has only the papers of one labor figiire, John P. Frey. The two lead-
ing labor orgs, have begvm to take an interest in their history and have the
beginnings of fine archival collections, but they need the assistance of
trained eirchivists in establishing permanent files to which scholars may
come and work. International unions such as the United Mine V/orkers and the
Int'l Ladies Garment Workers have become aware of their history and are anx-
ious to have their contributions to American life documented.
Labor organizations can undertalte with pride the establishment of private
libreiries of their own records and related materials. By being their own
archivists, they can do the job more thoroughly and with greater accuracy
than can some institutional library, designated as depository for labor's
old records simply because it is close by. To supplement its records,
unions can, with small expenditure, get the transcribed voices of their ex-
tant leaders (and rank-emd-f ile) who can discourse on the important aspects
of their active vmion lives. The Wisconsin Historical Society is doing this
on a statewide scale, with the cooperation of unions there.
Should the proposal of the Soc. of American Archivists come about (see
pp. 2-3), and a master Union Checklist of labor materials is compiled,
labor groups would have an excellent opportunity to evaluate their noncur-
rent files and consider their proi)er disposition. Certainly, the Society,
in cooperation with other interested parties such as the Labor Historians,
could offer professional assistance to unions in establishing libraries or
archives of their own.
It is hoped that historically minded unionists consider the importance
of making their records available and lend a hand in projects to assist them.
Probably they'd not only enjoy it, but they'd learn a few things about their
union and its history in the process .
**************
WORK-IN-PROGRESS
Another installment of research in progress including M.A. and Ph.D.
theses, books and other projects in the field of labor and allied history.
We dei)end largely upon your application forms and correspondence for our
sovirces . The advantages of having yovir project publicized need not be
enumerated here
.
Appel, John
Arky, L. H.
Blackwood, Geo. D.
James, Edw. T.
Jones, Dallas L.
"Labor and Imperialism, I895-1905." Ph.D. thesis.
(U. of Wis.)
"History of Labor in Illinois." (U. of I.)
"The UAW-CIO." Ph.D. thesis being reworked for
publication. (Boston U.)
"Political Activities of American Labor Movt., I865-
96." Ph.D. thesis. (Harvard)
"Industrial Relations Policies of Woodrow Wilson."
(Cornell U. )
Morris^ Richard B. "A Study of Freedom and Bondage in the Slave States
to IC60." Conceived as a sequel to his earlier work.
Govt
. and Labor in Early America. (Colxmbia)
Pelling, Henry M, "Origins of the British Labour Party, 1880-1900."
To be publ. by St. Martins Press, N.Y.
"The British Left and the Image of America, I865-
195^." (Mr. Palling, of Queens Coll., Oxford, is
at present in residence at the U. of Wis.)
Quint, Howard H. "Gaylord Wilshire ." (U. of S. Carolina)
Recent Articles eind Books on the Labor Movement
Belissary, Constantlne "Rise of Industry and the Indvistrial Spirit in
Tennessee, I865-85." Journ. of So. Hist.
,
June, '53-
Bernstein, Samuel
Birdsall, Wm. C.
Churchward, Lloyd
Darby, Rev. Thos
.
David, Henry
Daugherty, Carroll
Fine, Sidney (ed.)
Fox, Mary H.
Ginger, Ray
La Follette, Belle
Case P. Fola
McMurry, Donald L.
"The Opposition of French Labor to American Slavery."
Scie and Soc.
, Spring, '53.
"The Problem of Structure in the K. of Labor."
Indus and Labor Rels
. Rev. , July, '53.
"Trade Unionism In the U.S. and Australia: A Study
in Contrast." Scie. and Soc.
, Spring, '53.
Thirteen Years in a Labor School
, N.Y. Radio Replies
Press, 1953- (Rev. Darby is Prof, of Hist.,
Cathedral College, N.Y.).
"Upheaval at Homestead," being Ch. VII of America in
Crisis
.
Daniel Aaron, ed., N.Y. Knopf, 1952.
"The Changing Status of Labor (1865-1916)", being
Ch. 30 of Growth of the American Economy , Harold
Williamson, ed., N.Y. Prentice -Hall, 1951 (2nd
Edition)
.
"The Ely-Labadie Letters," Michigan History , March,
•52.
"The Eight -Hour Movt. in the U.S., I888-9I." MVHR
.
Dec. -53.
Feter E. Dietz , Labor Priest (with a Foreword by
Aaron Abe 11) . U. of Notre Dame Press, '53-
"Company-Sponsored Welfare Plans in the Anthracite
Industry before I9OO." Bull, of Business Hist. Soc ,
June , ' 53
•
Robert M. La Follette, New York, 1953-
"Federation of the Railroad Brotherhoods, 1889-9'*.'
Indus, and Labor Rels. Rev., Oct., '53-
Mandel, Bernard
Newman, P. K.
Olson, Fred. I.
Prichard, M.F.L.
Rosko, Thos
.
Smuts, Robt. W.
"Slavery and the Southern Workers," Negro Hist. Bull
.
,
Dec, '53.
"Anti-Slavery and the Southern Workers," Ibid., Feb.,
"The Great Uprising of lO??." Cigar Makers Official
Journ. (Wash., D.C.), Dec, '53-
"The Early Londcaa Clothing Trades," Oxford Eco. Papers
.
Vol. k, Oct., '52.
"The Milwaukee Socialists, 1897-19^1." Ph.D. Thesis
(Harvard)
.
"An Early English Socialist in Michigan," (John
Francis Bray), Michigan Alumnus , Dec, '52.
"The Illinois State Fed. of Labor, 1929-'4l,
Thesis, (U. of 111.)
M.A.
European Impressions of the American Worker . N.Y.
Kings Crown Press, '53-
*******************
Labor Book Dealers -Advertisements
Large Antiquariein Labor Collection.
Frequent Catalogues . Are you on our
mailing list? BURT FRANKLIN,
51^ W. 113th St., New York 25, N.Y.
AugiJistus M. Kelley, Inc., Booksellers
and Publishers, P.O.Box 1*3, Village
Sta., New York 25, N.Y. Send for
Catalogues
.
Leon Kramer, Bookseller
Specialist in Social Science
and History of Labor.
119 W . 8th St
.
, New York 11,
N.Y. Send for Catalogue #23
Advertisers : Rates are lowj
only $2. for notice of 5
lines . Special rates on
request
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The Editor's Corner ...
How do you feel about the subject
of an American Labor Party . one on
the order of the British? Prof.
Marc Karson, Washburn Municipal
Univ., Topeka, Kansas, is among
those who would like to have one.
Mr. K. has studied londer Harold
Laski at the London School of
Economics and Political Science
and has vn:*itten an interesting
piece stating his views. Grant-
ing the difficulties in the way of
a Labor Party, Karson insists that
our present party system offers
working people no positive help.
The Demos, he says, altho claiming
to be the party of labor, have too
many diverse groups to cater to,
(con't on p, 2, col. l)
AHA Plans Labor Session
The American Historical Assn plains a
session on Labor History this year at
its meetings in New York, to be held
between Xmas and New Yrs Day. The
session will feature papers centering
on the early years of the AFL, and will
hear papers by Delber McKee of West-
minster College, Pa., and Bernard
Mandel, Cleveland, Ohio, Commentators
on the papers will be Rev. Henry Browne
of Catholic Univ. of Amer., and John
Hall of Goucher Coll.
1-fe hope you can make the meetings this
year sind attend the sessions. The
Labor Historians are behind this peir-
ticular session and we are sure you'll
find the papers interesting,
(con't on p. 2, col. 2)
The Labor Historians' BULLETIN is the publication of the Labor Historians,
an informal organization dedicated to the furtherance of labor history.
Address all communications to the editor, L. H, Arky, Institute of Labor &
Industrial Relations, Univ. of Illinois, Champaign, 111, Advertising rates
on request. Circulation: 300, Dues, $1, yearly, payable in advance from
January, Published four times yearly.
and labor must always settle for
weak compromise. The Repubs, on
the other hand, never have claimed
to be the voice of labor. "The
tragedy of trade iinionism's polit-
ical pressTire method. . .consists of
voting against a candidate who can
be absolutely depended upon in Con-
gress to do its bidding," Karson
argues that instead of resorting to
hypercaution, labor leaders ought
to consider the past failures of
labor in politics and to draw upon
labor history as a guide. Among
the "don'ts" Karson includes are
relying upon doctrainaire socialist
ideas, dated theorists and misjudg-
ing the psychology of the American
people.
The Wisconsin school of labor phil-
osophers comes under scrutiny from
Mr, Karson. Their adaptation to
the capitalist environment idea, he
\jrites, has engendered a determinist
philosophy among their followers.
The Wise, school, he says, "holds
that because American business is
powerful and often hostile to trade
unionism, the latter should not of-
fend it by establishing its own >
labor party.
And after the discussion, why not mak
arrangements to meet more of the mem-
bers? The group plans to l\inch that
day and we'd like to have you along.
See the program of the AHR for exact
time and place of session.
cation and can be obtained from the
author... that's how we got ours.
An interesting letter here from San
Francisco, home of Archie Green, ship
carpenter and grad. of the Univ, of
California, class of '39. The fact
that Mr, G. choose to become a workin
man is worthy of mention in £in era
when the college grad usually takes a
low paying "prestige" position.
Mr, Green likes to read labor history
but confesses that he is weary of his-
torical theory, "I don't want to rea
another theoretical, statistical,
polemical dissertation on collective
bargaining, I vote on my contract
once a year, and complain about it tb
rest, but I don't want to read about
it] I want to read about Peter McGui:
who rode the rods to organize the car-
penters, and why his spirit no longer
lives in our brotherhood."
When should the new party organize?
In time for the next presidential
election, says Prof. Karson. His un-
published article is up for publi-
Good point. If labor is ever to be-
come an articiilate force and nat'l
prime mover, it must build upon a bas«
of idealism and inspiration. When mei
(con't on p. 3)
are workaday drones seeking
material gain sans any goal save
"wage consciousness," they cease
to be fit members of the human
race.
Probably, well written labor his-
tory which can tell the story to a
wide, popular audience can make Mr.
Bluecollar proud to be identified
with his past. History offers a
sense of belonging, a feeling that
man belongs to a civilization which
has been and will continue, and to
which he is making a contribution,
Mr, Green lives at 224 Caselli Av,,
San Francisco 14, Calif,
V/e are happj'- to announce an Ex-
change Membership with an honored
band of specialists, the Lexing-
ton Group , In case you're among
the uninitiated, this tight band
cf scholars' principal interest is
railroad history,
Vte like the idea upon which the
Lexington Group is based and com-
mend it to cvr own members. Or-
ganized some eleven years ago in
the city in Kentucky whose name it
bears, the charter members met in
a room where beverages are served
to the eligible. The small group
meets a few times a year at the
principal historical Assn meetings,
and publishes a splendid newsletter.
It keeps members informed of one
another's duties and circularizes news
of note in the field of railroading.
Appended to the present issue of the
Lex, newsletter is an excellent eleven
page mimeo article, a paper read at one
of their sessions (MVHA), by Julius
Grodinsky, VJharton School (U cf Penn)
on the fabulous Jay Gould.
Aside from being professionally helpful,
the Lexington Group is a social organ-
ization whose members enjoy their own
mutual company, and therefore don't
have to resort to "business meetings
as a raison d'etre. Anyway, our best
to Dick Overton, sec'y of the group
(now on leave in Vt,) and tc a long
association with his organization,
0£ Polls and Things
Despite the host of critics it has,
poll cr survey taking is large business.
Not a few works have recently been pub-
lished getting union attitudes, mostly
by the questionnaire method. One of
their critics is Prcf , Lindsay Rodgcrs
cf Columbia University,
Taking apart a recent book on the polit-
ical parties in the Jl, 20 number of
Reporter . Rodgers, in a nicely titled
review, "Statistical Proof of the Ob-
vious," questions the author's authen-
ticity in determining how many voters
of Jewish faith voted for whom in the
last presidential sweepstakes. It seems
(con't on p. 4)
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that the author concluded that
the Je\n.sh vote went to Mr.
Stevenson by 1,6 million to only
,6 million for the General, V/hat
bothered reviewer Rodgers was how
the author discovered how many of
the ethnic group voted for the
candidates? The sampling tech-
nique, as it is known, in this in-
stance depended upon those "in
conflict," (the "don't knows" to
you laymen), and in the final
analysis to get the Jewish vote
percentages, the author had to
rely on about seventeen persons!
However, small samples offered
no problem to the pollster, for
when the sample is too small for
"reliability," they resort to "in-
terpolation." Vfell, we historians
oughtn't by hypercritical, ..we in-
dulge in a bit of interpolation
(and maybe some extrapolation • •
too?) ourselves,
Mr. Edward N. Saveth, editor of
the forthcoming volume. Under-
standing the American Past has an
abiding interest in the (agonizing)
reappraisal of the nineteenth cen-
tury fortune builders, formerly
known as Robber Barons.
In a preview article in the NY
Times Bookreview section for JL. 4-»
Saveth tells of the shift in ap-
proach from the old Gustavus Meyers-
Henry D. Lloyd approach to the school
of Prof. Alan Nevins, Columbia, wh^
views the men of seven figures (digits
as mciking a "creative response to
their era,"
There are a few things which can
stand some clearing up re our now
romantic millionaires.. They should
not be lumped in one group. Some were
speculators and manipulators of stock
and other people's property, barely
keeping within the l90se confines of
corporation law. Others did manu-
factiire products of need to an in-
dustrial economy, and made employment
and stability.
And we are interested to see how the
entrepreiirial historians, in reevalu-
ating the accomplishments of the
titans of finance, appraise the labor
practices and policies of their his-
toricea subjects. Possibly taking
old labor-practices skeletons from
their mansion closets is now old hat,
yet, as historians we have no need to
turn our heads from the obvious and
fail to realize that sweatshops and
the parvenu went together; and that
the social benevolence of the million-
aires came in the attonement period of
their careers. It could be either
that our historical memories are not
long enough or that the Foimdations
have learned that historians have
their price,,,.
FHelp V/anted ;
Dr. Sam'l Bernstein, an editor of
the well established marxian
quarterly, Science & Society , is
now at work on a full length treat-
ment of the First International in
America. He'd like to uncover all
possible materials on his subject
and invites members to clue him in
on unpublished papers. All info to
bin at 30 E. 20th St., N.Y. 3, will
be gratefiilly retiirned.
Eighty Yrs . with the Same Union :
If eighty years with the same
\inion isn't the record, we hope
the claimant will step forward.
Louis De l.'itt, 100 years old, has
been with Local 16 of the Chicago,
International Typographical Union
since '7^.
Thanks from the Editor ;
We'd like to thank most grate-
fully five members of our organ-
ization for accepting the chore
of doing some clerical work for
us on their own time. They've
typed out lists, typed cards, and
all the rest of the dirty v/ork con-
nected with getting this sheet out.
Any more volunteers wovild be help-
ful. The fivesome who have done
their share include John Hall,
Goucher, Vic Hoffman, Valpariso
Coll., Ind., Dave Behon, Knox Coll.,
Galesburg, 111., Geo. Stevenson, Emory
& Henry, Va,, and David Burbank, St,
Louis , Mo
•
Financial Report ;
As a result of the most stringent econ-
omies, we arc in the black. Actually, if
you call having about ten dollars on de-
posit with the Buscy First National Bank,
Urbana, Illinois, solvent, we qualify.
\lo refuse to make any "appeals" to mem-
bers arrears in dues, altho we have more
such delinquents than the GAR. However,
it's worth observing that v/e'll stay in
our nonprofit business so long as support
warrants. No tickoe, no washee from
here out. So pay up to stay on the
mailing list.
Letters to the Editcr ;
Last issue we included the views of one
of our founding fathers. Rev, Henry
Browne, Catholic Univ, Amer, Fr, Brovmo
is Archivist there and put forth the
idea that unions ought to be their own
archivists, establishing archival li-
braries and holdings of their own. One
important reason for this would be to en-
gender esprit de corps and historical
awareness among the unions. But Mrs.
Lee Eckert, Records Librarian, N.Y, State
-5-
(con't on p, 6)
School of Industrial & Labor Re-
lations, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N,
Y. thinks otherwise. She writes:
"Father Browne raises some ques-
tions. Ideally, unions should
assume responsibility for preser-
ving their papers, and meiking them
available for research. But, with
the exception of some of the larger
internationals, continuity of
leadership is not notable. At
grass roots level, leadership and
membership is constantly changing,
records are lost or discarded.
These groups have contributed much
to the labor movt,, however, and
their papers are worthy of preser-
vation.
The voliome of papers for many of
these unions is seldom s\ifficient
to keep an archivist full time.
And, large turnover in the staffs
of labor orgs would present prob-
lems in training aind maintaining
an archive that established li-
braries don't have to face.
Labor Book Dealers-Advertisements
'Large Antiquarian Labor Collection.
Frequent Catalogues. Arc you on our
nailing list? BURT FRAIJKLDI, 5U W,
113th St,, New York 25, N.Y.
Leon Kramer, Bookseller, Specialist
in Social Science and History of
Labor,
119 V/. 8th St,, New York 11, N,Y,
Send for Catalogue #23.
3 FREE COPIES "CORRESPONDfflCE" A BI-
lEEKLY PAPER l.fRITTEIT AND EDITED BY
1 WORKERS, '-.'rite to CORRESPONDENCE,
5050 Joy Road, Detroit 4-, Michigan.
Kelley & Millman, Inc
.
Booksellers and Publishers
oO E-.st 11th St. N.Y. 3
Write for our catalogues 'n labor,
econ and related subjects . Have you
joined our
Economists Book Club?
V/ho is to assume the responsibility
for many of the records which re-
main in a xinion leader's home? Do
they properly belong in the office
files of the union? If so, who is
to make certain they arc placed
there? If not, who is to preserve
them?"
Advertisers ; Rates are low; only
$2. for notice of 5 lines. Special
rates on request.
WORK-BI-FROGIIESS
Hero is another installment of research in progress, including MA and Ph D
theses, books and other projects in the field of labor and allied history.
This compilation depends entirely upon yoiir ret\Jrning the application forms,
and filling in the details of yovcc work. The advantages of having your
project publicized need not be further explained.
Berthoff, Rowland T.
Bernstein, Samuel
Foner, Philip S.
Hardman, J.B.S,
Hidy, Ralph
Joy, Agnes
Mayhill, Roger
Ortique, Charles
Racz, Eliz.
Ridge, Msirtin
Seidman, Joel
"History of the Pennsylvania Antliracite Region."
with Princeton Univ. History Dept,, faculty.
"The First International" (See help wsinted col.)
"History of Amer. Labor Mov't," vol, II, 1886-present.
with Citadel Press, NYC.
"American Labor Leadership." 55 W. 11th St., NYC.
"Hist, of Standard Oil Co., N.J., 1882-1911."
see Ch. on labor history. NY Univ. Econ. Dept. faculty
"John Mitchell and Social Gospel." MA thesis.
Catholic Univ. Amer.
"Gompers and Cannon." Faculty, Purdue Univ., Indiana.
Econ. Dept.
"Local 1A19, All Negro Longshoreman's Union in New
Orleans." MA thesis. Univ. of 111. ILIR.
"Hungarian Immigration to U.S.
Weehawken, N.J.
165 Highwood Av.
"Biog. of Ignatius Donnelly—Populist." Westminster
Coll. New V/ilmington, Pa. faculty
"Attitudes in Union Members." Univ. of Chi. faculty
-7-
Stevenson, Geo, J, "Hist, of Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,"
Emory & Henry College, Eipory, Va, faculty,
Ulman, Lloyd "Rise of the National Union," Univ. of Minnesota,
Econ. Dept,, faculty.
V/ason, James R. "Interrelations of American ernd Evropean Labor Move-
ments before 1850." Ph D thesis, American Univ.
Mailing address: 12iU Valley Av., S.E,, 17ash. 25, D.C.
Recent Books and Articles Relating to Labor Movement
Berthoff, Rowland T.
Bernstein, Samuel
Bowden, Uitt
Cochran, Thos, C,
Cole, G.D.H.
Cole, Margaret I»
Fels, Rendigs
Goldmark, Josephine
Goodstein, Anita S.
British Immigrants in Industrial America . Harvard
Univ. Press. '53. see oh. on labor mov't.
"Current Studies on Socialism in America." Scie . &
Soc . Summer, '5A.
American Labor and the American Spirit . Wash, D.C.
Gov't. Print. Office. Bull. 1U5. (66 pp) '5^.
Railroad Leaders . 1845-90 ; The Business Mind in
Action . Harvard Univ. Press. '53.
Attempts at General Union . A Study in British Trade
Union History . 1818-.43 . L§nd, Macmillan, '53.
Robert Owen of New Lanark . Lond. Batchworth Press,
'53.
"VJages
.
Earnings and Employment—N.C . & St. L. Ptailway
.
1886-96 . Vanderbilt Univ. Press. '53 (72 pp).
Impatient Crusader ; Florence Kelley's Life Story
.
Univ. of Illinois Press. '53.
"Labor Relations in the Saginaw Valley Lvanber In-
dustry, 1865-85." Bull . Business Hist . Soc . Dec. »53.
-8-
Golob, Eugene 0. The " Isms "; a History and Evaluation
. NY, Harperc
'54.
Glaberman, Martin "Punching Out," a pamphlet en UAVJ leadership.
Author with Correspondence Publ. Co., Detrcit 4,
Michigan.
Grob, Gerald "Reform Unionism; The National Labor Union." Journ
.
Eco . Hist . Spg «54.
Holt, U. Stull "Some Consequences of the Urban Mov't in Araer.
Hist." Pacific Hist . Rev.. Nov. «53.
Higgins, Very Rev. "Union Attitudes Towards Economic and Social Roles
>fegr. Geo, G, of the Modern State." in Interpreting the Labor
Mov't., publ. by the Industrial Relations Re-
search Assn.
Jones, Harry E. Railroad Wages and Labor Relations . 1900-52 . An
Historical Survey and Summary of Results . K.Y.
Bur. cf Info, of the Eastern Railways, '53 (gratis),
Knowles, K.G.J.C. Strikes ; A Study in Industrial Conflict, with
special ref . to British Experience . 1911-47 . NY.
Philos. Lib. »52.
Lorwin, Lewis
Lynch, Sister I»fe.rie
Elizabeth
McCallister, Frank
The International Labor Mcvt : History . Policies .
Outlook . NY, Harper, '53.
Labor and Tariff Issues in the l>lajority Party Plat-
forms, 1900-1932. Studies in Economics ; Abstract
Studies . Vol. 7, Vfash., D.C., Catholic Univ. Amer.
Press. '53 (33 pp).
"Sixty Yrs of l6mm Films" Publ by Film Council cf
Amer. (see oh. on Labor Films)
Mandel, Bernard
Marshall, Wm. A.
Pierson, Marc. A.
Ross, M.H.
Ulriksson, Vidlninn
Woytinsky, U.S. and
Others
"Calhoun, Lincoln, and Labor." Scie. & Soc . Sum-
mer, '54-.
"Workman's Compensation Law: Notes on the Begin-
nings," Oregon Hist. Q. Sept. '53.
Historie du socialisme en Belgique ; Brussels, In-
stitut Emile Vandervelde, '53.
"Coxirt Decisions Involving Trade Unions in No.
Carolina: a Bibliography." NX. Hist . Rev . Oct,
'54.
The Telegraphers ; Their Craft and their Unions .
Wash., D.C. Public Affairs Press, '53.
Employment and IJages in the U^S, NY,, Twentieth
Cent. Fund. '53.
« < « * % ^; *c- » * «
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Name
Institution
Mailing Address
Field of Interest
Work in Progress
Teaching Course in Labor History'
Recent Publications
Names, addresses of possible applicants
Comments
Fee for 1954: one dollar, I-feil your dollar to the editor, L. H. Arky,
Institute of Labor & Industrial Relations, Univ. of Illinois, Champaign,
Illinois. Old members who last year sent in their dollar with their ap-
plication are asked to keep our files current and send in this year's duos
with new data.
From: The Labor Historians Bulletin
Institute of Labor & Industrial Relations
Champaign, Illinois
Tc:
RECEIVETD
NOV 8)955
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HgW YORK STATE SCHOOL OF IHDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS
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The Labor Historians' Bulletin is
the publication of the Labor
Historians, an informal organization
dedicated to the fiirtherance of labor
history. Address all communications
to:
The Labor Historians' Bulletin
I.L.R, Library
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
Circulation; 300. Dues $1, yearly
payable in advance from January.
Published foTor times yearly.
S-325
9.^n^r\ Sficiiritv's 20th Anniversary
I^ofessor Ed^'in Z. '.Jitte suggested tliat we
should note that the 2Cth Anniversary of the signing
of the Social Security Act occurred on August 14,
1955. Special numbers of various publications
have appeared containing items of historical
Social Security Bulletin. August 1955, issued
by the Social Security Administration, entitled
"Anniversary Issue—The Social Security Act:
The First Twenty Years „" Included in this
issue are "References on the Origin aroi
Development of Social Security in the Ifcited
States," "Significant Events, 1935-1955"
(statistical data). As the titles of the
articles referred to suggest, much of this
issue of the Social Security Bulletin is
historical in character.
Employment Security Review . August 1955,
issued by the Bureau of EmplojT.ient Security
of the U.S. Department of Labor—entire issue
entitled "Twenty Years of Unemployment
Insurrjice in the U.S.A., 1935-1955." Again
this publication is historical, as well as
descriptive of the present status of
unemployment insurance ard the Ifiiited States
Employment Service,
Children, published by the Children's Bureau
- 1 -
of the U,S, Social Security ..dninistrp.tion
—
entire issue for Jiily-Auguot 1955 entitled
"A Twenty Year Prespective on Services to
Children: Develop: ents in Child Health and
Vfelfare Services Since the Passage of the
Social Security Act,"
In addition to the above, many union
journals liave printed articles on the anniversary
The UA\/-CIO put on a radio and television show
on August 14., 1955 at x/hich the principal speaker
v;as Arthvir J, Mtmeyer - long the Social Security
Idministrator,
A special observance v/as held in Washington
by the U,3. Departnent of Health, Education and
V/elfare. The principal spealcers vore Secretary
Folsom aid Professor Uitte, The Social Security
Administration lias distributed copies of the
speeches to all the regional offices. They will
be published in the Social Security Bulletin .
Labcr ard the New Deal
Members of the faculty of the Institute of
_ 2 -
Labor ard Industrial Relations, University of
Illinois, and of the Department of xilconomcs,
University of iGconsi.i, are jointly preparing a
series of interpretative essays on "Labor ard the
New Deal," The volurie is not intended to be a fvill-
blovfn history of labor in the Hew Deal period, but
is designed simply to provide some insights into
selected aspects on the basis of fifteen years
of perspective. Each essay vdll emphasize elements
in the previous bacitgrcuiids to indicate the
historical continioity of the Vev Deal period; each
will also assess some of the implications and
consequences of developments dtiring the 1930 's for
the period up to date.
The contributors include Elizabeth Brandeis,
Selig Perlraan, Reed Tripp, Edv.on E. VJitte, ani Ed^-in
Yc.xing, i^or ''isconsin; Milton Derber, Murray Edelman,
Robben '.'. Flerainr, Phillips L. Gcjrnan, Derncird
Karsh, and .cicliord C. ilcoclc, from Illinois.
- 3 -
Milton Derber is acting editor. The manuscripts
are expected to be corrpleted by the end of this year.
The Editor.' 3 Corner
With this issue, Cornell assumes responsibility
for publishing the Labor Historians' Bulletin
^
since Mr. Arky has moved to Florida, the
following paragraph, from our letter to you of
August 30th, tentatively outlines the policy which
we hope to be able to follow. Your comments,
corrections, or additions will be appreciated.
The purpose of the Labor Historians ' Bulletin
is to serve as a medium for the exchange of ideas
and inform? tion on current developments in the
field of labor history and union administration.
It is not intended as a substitute for the original
articles, but rather to serve as a clearinghouse
for getting and giving inforr.:ation about what is
being done. Ho critical evaliiation of the project
listed will be made or implied through the inclusion
or exclusion of any item, /irticles 'dll be
".elected on the basi: or their usefulness to
subscribers and limitations of space.
As you can see, ve liave broadened the coverage
to include labor union governnent ard administration.
The Bulletin vdll continue as a quarterly. In
1956 it I'ill appear during the Fall, '.(inter, Spring ,
Summer,
Iliany of you did not reoly to the letter which
\/e sent so that we liave liO vjay cf kno'dng uhether
v/e have your correct address. If you have over-
looked this, -all you please return the card vrhich
Mas enclosed so tlir.t we can bring the aailiiig list
up to date.
Since this is a new venture for us, we vrill
need your coo -leration ?xid su-^^estioiB in order tlmt
the Bulletin may serve you^ Please send questioiE
- 5 -
or comments \rh±ch you may have to:
The L£».bor Historians ' Bulletin '
'
I.L.R. Library
Cornell University
Itliaca, ITev; York
RECEMT BOOIK Al© ARTICLES RELATING TO UBOR MOVEMEOT
Labor Organizations
Goldberg, Joseph P. "A Reviei; of Arerican Labor
in 1953." I-fonthly Labor Review : Vol, 77, February
195-^, pp. 121-127.
Laughlin, Charles VT. " Unions j An End or a Means?"
I'ashington and Lee Law Review ; Vol. 31, No. 1,
195^, p. 13 ff.
"l-feet the Iftiion Business Agent," Industrial
Bulletin
. (W.Y.3. Dept. of labor): Vol. 33, Ikrch
195A, pp. 3-7.
Phelps, Orme . "Community Recognition of Union
Leaders," Industrial and Labor Relatiors Review :
Vol. 7, April 195A, pp. a9-433.
.
Ifetion Secvirity . Los ymgeles: Institute of
Industrial RelatioiE
,
Iftiiversity cf California,
1953, 57 pp.
Shaffer, Helen E, "Criminality in Labor Iftiions."
Editorial Research ReTPorts : Vol, 1, liarch 4-, 1953
otrauss, George. "Factor&-in the Unionization of
- 6 -
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Utilities Company: A Case 3t\jdy," Human
Qrgemlzatloil! Vol. 12, Fall 1953, pp. 17-25.
"TVA and the TVA Engineers Association." ESA Bevs
Digest: Vol, 2, February 1954, pp. 1-4-, 6.
Taft, Philip. "Cormionism in Anerican Trade Unions." '
(pp, 14-25, Industrial Relrtiors Research
Association. Publication 12 ). Washington, 1954-
.
Internationcl Labor Qr.?anizations
Gomez, Trifon. "The ICFTU and GRIT in Brazil." Fret
Labour Horld : No, 4S, June 1954, pp. 2-4.
International Labor Office, Finahcil and Budgretarv
Questions. 1954 , Geneva, 1954. 74 pp.
. Summary of Renorts on Unratified Conventions
and on Recommendations (Article 19 of the
Constitution. 1954. ) Geneva, 1954. 72 pp.
Reuther, Victor, G, "International Confederation of
Free Trade Unions and the Development of the
Trade Union Movement in Underdeveloped Areas of
the vJcrld," (pp. 307-311, Industrial Relations
Research Association, Publication 12.)
Ufashington, 1954.
Windrauller, John P. "The Stocldiolm Congress of ICFTU
Industrial and Labor Relations Review : Vol. 7,
April 1954, pp. 434-443.
jLabor Union Historv
Jensen, Vernon H. Ifenferrous I'fetals Industry .
- 7 -
Unionisra. 1932-195A; A .Story of Leadersliip
Controversy. (Cornell Jtudies in Industrial
and Labor Relatioi:!S, Vol. 5) Itliaca: Cornell
University, 1954-. 328 pp.
Kelly, George E. lian of Steel—^Dr.vid John KicDonald .
Ne'.' York: North American Book Conpany, 195^, 121
pp.
Labor Union Organization, 3tructiij-e ard Admnistrrtion
Allen, Vincent L. Power in Trade Unions; A Study of
Their Oi ganization in Great Britian . London:
Longrans, Green (1954). 323 pp.
Dellin. L.A.D. Trade Unions and Labor Legislation in
Eulfearia (187S-1953 ) (Ilii.ieo'vra-ohed Series 7).
ileu York: 1 lid-liuj-opeGji Studies Center, 1953. 30 pp
Bowling, Uillirn F. "To\/ard La'jcr Unity." Editorial
Research Reports : Vol. 11, October 2, 1953, pp.
6G9-706.
International Union, United AutoEobile, Aircraft and
Agricultural In^jlenient Uorkers cf America.
Competitive Shop department. Organizing Techniques
and Information . Detroit, Idchigan, (1953). ZtA pp.
ItLnnesota. University. Industrial Relatiors Center.
Problems of Union Administration (Research and
Teclinical Report 15). Dubuoue, lov/a: W. C, Brown,
1954. 93 pp.
Qrnati, Oscar. "Union Discipline, linority Rights
and Public Policy." Labor Lau Journal : Vol. 5,
July 1954, pp. 471-479.
_ « _ S-325
Texas State Federation of Labor. Public Relations
for Texas Labor . Austin, Tex-as, 1953, 32 pp.
Labor Union Pension and V.'elfare Programs
American Federation of Labor, lledical Service Plan,
American Federation of Labor Medical Service
Plan of Philadelphia . Philadelphia, 1954. No
Paging.
American Medical Association. Union Health Center .
A Svtrvey. Seotermber 1953 . Chicago, 1953. 36 pp.
Barton, William B. "The Union VJelfore Fund As A
Concern of Employers," American Economic Security ;
Vol. 11, June -July, 1954-, pp. 16-20.
Building Service Enployees ' Interrp. tional Union,
Department of Research axid Education. Vfinninp
Ifev Benefits for Members tlirough Welfare Plans
(Report 54:6), n.p., n,d, 33 pp., processed,
Cartinright, P.¥. Negotiated Health ani Welfare
Prorrg-HS in Labor-K-^nngement Agreements in the
Pacific lIorth\fest. 1953-195Z. . Seattle, V/ashington
Institute of Labor Economics, lAiiversity of
'.'ashington, 1954. 18 pp,, processed
9 -
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I am doing research and/or vrriting in the field of
labor history. (Please inclijde probable date
and place of publication of each study.
)
Add here any information cbout possible research
topics, sources of r/iaterial, v;ork in progress,
etc. that you thinlc appropriate for inclusion
in the Bulletin.
S-325
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The Editor's Corner
The annual meeting of the American Historical
Association is being held at the Siiyflovrer Hotel in
'/asliington, D. C., Deceirier 23-30. The Labor Histor-
ians ^-ill have an infomal meeting sopetirr,e dviring
the convention. Check the biilletin board near the
registration desk for the tiire and place.
As the second issue of "The Bulletin" is being
ma.de up, your editor finds nany questions vhich she
would like to talk over v;ith you. VJill you come to
T^rashington with some ajisuers to the following -'
Are there any special features uhich you
would lUce to incliide?
Is the arrangement of the bibliography a
useful one?
3h3.11 we include the page for you to keep
us up to date,? (We do need more information
from you.
)
Will you please let us know of others who
might be interested?
- 1 - S-650
Records of Trade Unions
The Trade Union Coinr ittee of the Society of
American Archivists is still working on a listing
of the papers of labor leaders and labor groups in
the United States. The v'ork is progressing very
slowly, because niany of the questionaires have net
been returned. If you loio" of any historical so-
ciety or library thc.t lias papers, would you encour-
age them to send a listing to:
Paul Levri-nson
c/o Natior^l Archives
V/ashington, D. C,
Philip Taft's History of the A.F.L.
Professor Taft is v/orking on a history of the
A.F.Ik up to the death of Samuel Gompers, It is in
no sense an official history, nor "as it coranis-
sioned by the AFL as the article in Business Week
of Jvily 16th inferred. However, Professor Taft is
already well along in the writiiig stage and it
should be appearing soon.
- 2 -
New York Waterfront Study
The Ne\7 York State School of Industrial and
Labor Relations at Cornell University is undertak-
ing a research study of certain phases of water-
front labor relations problems .in New York. The
School hopes to obtain the infonmtion necessary
to maJce a comprehensive study of the labor market
including an analysis of enployment aidunemplcyiKJnt
among longshoremen, sources of ne\; entrants into the
labor market and current and prospective demands for
labor, Eventus.lly the study may include productivity,
accidents and union management relations in handling
disputes. The study is being directed by Professor
Vernon H. Jensen.
Arthur Goldberg's Book on the i'ferger
Fcr those of you v/ho are looking foniard to t
this, \-ie understand that publication will be
delayed.
- 3 -
RECEOT BOOKS Aid ARTICIES RELATING TO
TO THE ULBOR MOVEl^IfT
Labor Conditiors and Problems
Baldwin, Robert N. Ed, A ifev Slavery—Forced Labcr
TViA nni-nmnni st, Batrnval of Humpji Rights . New York:
Oceana Publications, 195A. 158 pp.
Belfer, Nathan. "Section Uork in the Uoman's Gaiment
Industry." Southern EconO'?ac Journal ; Vol, 21,
October, 195A, pp. 188-200.
Bennett, i^e.y. The Condition of Farm Ibrkers in 1953 .
New York: National Sharecroppers Fund, 1953. J+l pp,
processed,
Delaney, alter, "Is the " hite-Gollar Uorker the
Forgotten Man?" Relations Industrielles (Quebec):
Vol. 9, September 195^, pp. 325-329.
Iferry, Jean, pseud. "Union Problems and Progress
in tho Cameroons." International Free Trade Union
News: Vol, 9, October 195^, p 2 ff.
Ibtheral, Joe E, Mit^ratory Farm '..'orkers in the
Atlantic Coast Stream. Western New York. June 1953
(Department of Rural Sociology, Mimeographed
Bulletin No. ^^2). Itliaca, N.Y.: Cornell University
New York State College of Agriculture, 1954-. 39 pp.
Philip Hurray >femorial Fomdation, Human Dipnity: A
Legacy to Lahm-. Washinr ton, 1953. AS pp.
Rens, Jeff. "Life and 'Jork in a Coal lEne." Inter-
I,p.F-pcv to Labor . ' ashington, 1953. 4.8 pp.
Ter^s State Federation of Labor (AFL), TJhat Price
Wetbacks? Austin, Texas, 1953. 59 pp.
Uhl, Alexander o Trains and the Men ''.'ho Rim Them.
Washington: Public Affairs Institute, 1954-.
100 pp.
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Library. Agricul-
tirral Labor in the U.S.. 19^3-1952 . Compiled by
J, C, Folsom, ' ashington, 1954.
T-'aterfront Commission of Nei; York Harbor. Anntial
Renort. 1953-5Z. . Hew York, 1954. 46 pp.
Women in Industry & Government
Ifestor, Agnes. Foraan's Labor Leader, An Autobio-
prnnhv . Rockford, 111. : Belleviae Books Publish-
ing Co., 1954. 307 pp.
International Labor Conditiors & Problems
Balandier, G. "The Problems of the African Worker
in the Gaboon aid the Congo," Internr.tional
Social Science Bulletin : Vol. 6, No. 3, 1954,
451-459.
Eov/en, Walter, Colonial Trade Unions (Research
Series No. 167). London, 1954. 28 pp. British
Inforrartion Sei-vices. baheur Relations ard
Working Conditions in Britain. New York, 1953. 43 ?P
Eriggs, Asa. 1/orkers' Education and Intarnational
Dhderstanding? (Educational Studies and Documents,
llo. 8). Fhris, 1954. 42 pp.
Workers' Educational Association, The Workers'
Educational Association. A Reviev/. 19A.6-1950 »
Lordon, 1952, &2 pp.
Discrimination in EmnloviTient
"Labor and the Fight for Negro Equality o" American
Socialist ; May, 1954-.
"Negro Labor eights for a Square Deal," American
Socialist
; April, 1954.
Labor Organizations
Chicago. University, Industrial Relations Center.
Studies in VJhite Collar Unionism (Reseeirch Reprint
Series Ko, 50-55). Chicago, 1954. 6 pts. in ItoI
Davis, Horace. "Numerical Strength of Mexican Unions."
Southwestern Social Science Qunrterly : Vol. 35
j
June 1954, pp. 48-55.
Deverall, Richard. People's China: Sweat Shop
Arsenal 1 International Literature Printing
Conpany, 1954. 489 pp.
Eby, Kerrait. "Organized Labor and American Ethics."
Ani\q.ls of the American Academy of Foliticnl and
Social Sciences : Vol. 29, January 1955, pp. <.'^-S9.
Lorv/in, Val. R. The I'Vench Labor tbvement .
Cambridge: /fcrvard University Press, 1954. 346 pp.
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International Confederation of Tree Trade Unions.
I'^orlcers' Participation in Industry (its Study-
Guide Fo. 3) Brussels, 195A. 116 pp.
International Labor Office. I^grant VJorlcers (tTndor-
developed Countries). Geneva., 1954-. 40 pp.
Malik, A. M. Labour Problems and Policy in Pkkistan .
Karachi: Pal:istan Labour Publications, 1954, 168
pp.
Miriki, F.F.W. "Labour Conditions in the Cameroons
Plantations." International Landworkers' Federa-
tion Bulletin : No. 27, December 1954, pp. 20-29.
Murphy, Robert D. "Labor's Concern vdth Foreign
Affairs." Department of State Bulletin : Vol. 32,
January 1955, pp. 24-91.
New Zeleind. Waterfront Industry Commission. Annual
Report, 1953/54. Wellinton: R. E. Q^en, 1954.
70 pp.
OosterhTiis, H, "An Offensive against the Dutch Free
Trade Unions." Free Ls-bovir Iforld : No, 53, Nov-
ember 1954, pp. 15-19.
Sappos, David J. "Current Trade-Union Ifcvements of
Western Europe." Social Research : Vol. 21, Autumn
1954, pp. 297-313.
I^orkers' Education
Bailey, I'krjorie . An Ixiucation Program for Ihion
'fomen. Champaicn, 111., 1954. 64 pp., processed.
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I am doing research ard/or vrriting in the field of
labor history, (Pleac;e include probable date and
place of publication of each study.
)
Add here any information about possible research
topics, sources of material, work in progress, etc.
that you think atjpropriate for inclusion in the
Bulletin.
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A riEr: st:.ge O? GRG;TH
The ccnscnsus of the group which i:i3t at the /uner-
ican Historical Association meetings in ''ashington was
clearly that the tii^e has come for the Labor Histor-
ianc to rove on to another strje in its development.
The purpose of this note to the members is to suggest
sonoof the reasons for this.
Labor history has been developed largely by eco-
nordc historians, so much so that any mention of la-
bor generally connotes economics in the minds of pub-
lishers and even of historians. The ^ork of the econ-
omists has gone far in setting dovii the record of the
growth of unions and to sone extent the trend of la-
bor-management relations. But the labor novement is
by no Lienas merely an economc phcnomemon, and it is
urgent that other points of view be called on to make
use of other aspects of labor history. Labor has
contributed for centuries to the intellectual and the
social history of this country in ways which have
- 1 -
never been ?.dequr.tely explored.
The most importrjit task of the Labor Historicuis
is to provide a continuing seminar for everyone work-
ing in this field, be tliey econo^iists, or historians
v;ith institutional, intellectual or sociological in-
terests. =''ov that the "Bulletin" has found a good
home and its technical problems are, for the most
part, solved, the need is to -'ork out a more effec-
tive organization in support of the "Bulletin'^ ar-
range for more Trequent and moi'e fruitful contacts
among y.ienbers, and reoch out for more members in
areas .hich have not yet been tapped, especially in
the labor mDvei.ieiit itself, TJ.e fact that our mem-
bership compares \'ell with some of the established
special interest groups ar".onQ- historicjis (and that
vfithout the help of institutional m.emberships) is
evidence enough of the interest in the idea. Cornell
cannot be expected to provide everytliing for the
"Bulletin." The length of the lists of work in
progress sho\;s that if scholars are encoura:-ed to
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send rove infornrtion about vrhat th^.y are doing,
there need never be any shcrta^^e of rr.terial for
the "Bulletin," even v/ithout atter.pting publi-
cation of formal articles.
An organization uMch provides a center for
correspondence and a clenxin;\,house for ideas v;ill
help members feel that they are part of an active
and creative group. Its busirxsss should be primar-
ily with the membership and vdth the problem of
relating them to the "Bulletin," but the members
must help. If \ie can start this at the Pittsbirgli
meeting, wo can say that the labor Historians has
taken a giant step forvard.
The ad interim committee
John Philip Hall
Rev, Henry J. Browne
Prom the Editor's Corner
The Labor Historians J>et on vViday, December
30, 1955, in ' ashincton D. C. John Hall and I^tliei.-
Browne were elected as sin interim committee to ar-
rnjige a rceetinj;- and progro.m to be held \n.th the
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Mississippi Valley Historical Acnociation, Arrr.nge-
ments have been made to meet ii: the Ditheridge noom
in the "Jebster flail Hotel in 'ittsbitrgh on Friday
morning, ..pril 20, 1956, Flyers at the registrc.ticn
desk -"ill contain additional instrr.ctions. The com--
mittee has suggested the folloidng agenda.
1. Election of officers: president, vice-president
secretary-treasurer, executive comniittee (four)
The ad interim conmittee '.dll offer a slate;
nominations from floor vfelcome.
2. Constitution or byla' is. Selection of committee
- to prepare draft.
3. Discussion of special problems, such as:
Dues; annual reetin:^; relations with Cornell;
recruitment of viembers; special classes of
membership
; policy on arran^^ing progra..is of
pap:rs on labor histcry. (The ad interim
coimittee will offer proposals on each of these
matters, but it is hoped th?t other proposals
v;ill be offered by members.)
- U- I
DISSERTATIOIB COiOPLETED
Lcbor Conditioi-s and ProMeiPS
Decker, Jolm A. Ihion Qr.-zanizin.g Abcnrd a liercliant
Ship . i'eu 3chool,
Berkotdtz, Abrahc-m. ITo-^ the ILffTJ and ACT.'A Ihions
Have Increased Their Prestiro 'dth the Public
He' ' School •
ii?.ynard, /ilbert Douglas. IIodsr:i Lethods of I'snage-
irient Onnosition to Ihion Activities in the
Georrria Te::tile I "ills . Chicr.;30,
Singleton, Jcirr.es ^'^inslo". Ileaninf^s of 'Fork and
Attitudes tovard Retircncnt ar.onrr Steelv/orlcers
Chicago,
Steohens, Riclic.rd '.'alton. The Labor Force In N^<\
" 1700-1951: A 3tiidv of Its Grovth and Character-
istics as Affected b-'.' IDconoinv and Social Change .
llorth Ccxclina.
International Laboi- Conditions and ProbleiT;s
Dovd, Ilerbei-t 1.'alter, llon-'hite Land ani Labor
Policies in South Eest Africa from 191C-19A8 .
Fletcher School •
Hennessy, Bernard C, British Trade Ifrtions ard
International Affairs, 19/5-1" 53. l.'isconsin
Labor Orrraiiizations
Lindahl, Jrjnes. Proces^jes of Decision-pal:ing in a
UAlf-CIO Local Union . 'Jayne,
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Labor Ifaipn History
Kugler, Israel. The 'Forarji's Rights Ifcveaent ard the
Ifational Labor Union (1866-1G72). Ueu York
HcKee, Donald K. The Intellectual and Historical
Influences Shaninp the Political Theory of Dan-
iel de Leon. Colimbia,
Lg-.bor Union Political Action
Coleman, Jaiies S. Political Cleavape vithin the
IntematioiTal T?,'-:ooF;rapIiical Union « Colunbia
Loe\7enberg, Gerhard. The Effects of Governing on
the British Labour Psjtv. 19^5-1951 . Cornell
i'iiller, Kenneth E. The British Labour Party and
Theories of Socialist Foreign Policy. 1900-
1931 . Jolins Hopkins.
Governr.ient and Labor
Shor, Edgar L, The Political Role of the Secretary
of Labor . Chicago. 1
Spear, Hilliam D. A Plan of Integration of Labor
I'Yinctions within a Strte Departir.ent of Lrbor
in lo 'a . lov/a.
Spencer, Robert C. The Steel Dispute of 1952; A
Case Study in the Politics of Collective Bar-
gaining
. Chicago.
DIS3ERTATI0i:S IN PREPiiRATIOU
Labcg- Conditiors ard Problems
Alters, Lilialyce Sinlc. The Lnvel of Annornicdation
between Orpaniy.ed Enlirion and Organized Ii^ibor
in an Industrial Comnunit:? . Kentuclcy,
Bradford, Alvin. /jialvsis of Techninues. Methods,
and Tactics of Labor Orpanizint^ . Chicago
,
Buckens, Jean E. Land Tenure and Labor Conditions
among Indigenous Peoples . Fletcher School,
Dansereau, Harry-; K. Relationshir) betveen the Senti-
ments of Union i 'embers ani the Latent and Mxni-
fest Functions of a Union Local , llichigan State
College,
Goldstein, Eernard. The Role of the Local Union in
Collective Bargaining; A Study in Institutagial
Adjustment , Chicage
,
Ha.yi.;ard, Eeresford, /'Ji Evaluation of the Program of
/'.merican Labor for a Full Emoloyment Economy as
an Efficient ILynression of its Contemnoray
Political Philosophy . Chicago.
Herold, James K. The Role of the Trade Unions in
Nationalir.ed Industries—A Case Study; The
Kational Union of Ilineuorlcers . Harvard
,
Karsh, Eernard. The Labor Stril:e in a Small CoimiLriLty;
A Study of Social Conflict . Chicago,
Roth, Harold I. Collective Bargaining Patterns in the
I'lotion Picture Industry , Chicago,
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Sacon, 0, Glenn, Jr. Tho Policies and Attitudes of
the Amorican Federation of I-^sicians on Techno-
logical AdvnncG , Columbia
,
Seymour, Sam I'Ved, The Labor Force in Kansas City .
1910-1950 . Chicago.
Stcrenberg, jillizabeth I. The Role of Forced Labor
in Econonic Development . Chicago,
Uilensky, Harold. The Staff Expert; A Study of
the Intelligence I:\inction iii /jncrican Trade
Unions
. Chicago,
Child Labor
Wood, Stephen E. Child Labor and the Constitution
.
Chicago.
International Labor Conditions and Problems
Edwards, ]%rie A. Labor Legislation in Occupied
Japrn, 19^5-1950 . Northv/esterno
Tollefson, Roy. Political Thought in th3 Nanregiai
Labor Party (1917-1928) . Chicago.
Wohlgemuth, Ernest. The Politics of Labor in West
Germany
. Chicago.
Zav/odny, Janusz. Solf-Assertion in the Soviet Fac-
tory: Study of Uorker Grievances and Their
Adjustment , Stanford
.
Industrial Health and Uelfnre
Hutchinson, Jolin E. Labor arii Health in America .
Califoraia (Los Angeles).
I oM doin;;: rese^xch and/or vrritinr in the field
of labor history. (Pleace include probable date
ard place of publication of each study,
)
Add liere any infora-tion about possible reserxch
topics, sources of .atcrial, \rorlz in progress,
etc. that you tlainlc a )propriate .ror inclusion in
the "Bulletin."
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THE PAPERS OF PHILXP IIURRAY
by
The Rev. Henry J, Brovme
The history of American labor is only coming "out
of the woods"—or perhaps it should be called tho fcrest
—of priiaary source materiala The personal file of ]abar
leaders and the offical unpublished records of union
orccjiizaticns are finding their place. Increasingly
,
the TDM labor histor is sho'lng, in its footnotes
,
references not alone to proceeding-:;, reports ai'^d nev/s-
papers, but also to minutes aaxl correspondence files.
Even an occasional liistorical society has begun to
seel: out such materials for .Manuscript collections, ihidi
v;ere long centered on the closer-to-colonial or at least
on Tiiore "socially acceptable" personal papers. That
much has undoubtedly been lost forever is brought home
especially .'hen one searches for manuscript sovirces in
the period of Siney or Sylvis. The more recent record
is receiving better attention, perliaps, in part,.bccaise
of the neglect of the earlier,
7ar the period of the expansion of industrial irJorv
ism, the personal fil^of Phili''^ Ibrray are important
historical sources, Flappily, the United 3teel\rorkers
of /jnerica preserve<3. them and on January 5th of this
year presented them to the Department of Archives and
ibr^uscripts of the Catholic University of America,
VJashington, D.C,, whore they oro to bo cared for and
made accessible to scholars.
These Ilurray Papers consist of 115 standard
docuraent cases of correspondence, ^rhich is arrang-
ed by year (datinc from 19/k3 to 1953 and alphabetically
thereunder. At the begiming of each year are the
files Ox e.?.ch of t'e districts of the Steel', 'orkcrs.
There are, in addition, the eiq^ected intcrconrauni-
cations \;ith the various dcpartnents of Hurray'
s
ovm union and of the C.I.O.j as v;oll as naich
"dphemorr.l" triaterioJ prepare:- in mineographed or
printed form \;hich is comEon to modem files and i^
is so often completely lost in "^feedings." The
papers include docviments on the settlenent of
contracts \.'ith steel companies ard files on govern-
mental relationships - for example, vrith the I^L.R.B
There arc likev'ise ranlc-and-filc reactions and, frorj
the general public, coijnents of praise and blame
particularly on the occasion of strilces. An addi-
tional series, sup^ilementary to those files, consists
of 96 scrapbooks of nev/s clippings on all aspects
of /jnerican labor from a vast cross-section of the
press (including Pegler) dating from 1936.
It is a commonplace for the arcliivist or curator
of manuscripts, ai:i' for the observant historian,
that different sen leave different reflections of
thenselves in their papers. In the ve:^'^ scj2e d^osi-
tory uith the uurray Papers there are verbose letter-
books of ?o\rderly and the personal papers of John
liitchell, so ordered by a devoted secrctaiy as to
keep every trace o£ him for posterity, i Murray's, by
contrast, as even a nrelirdncjry study sho'.'c, are
coldly organizational. They portray little of liirrsBr's
ovm mnd apart from the public e:npression of it in
the tG:±s o? spaecncs and publications. Consequently,
tha study of them vould alv/ays have to be made in cbss
conjunction i.'ith the perusal of otlior documents, such
as the files of various de^Dartiionts of the Stcolvcakrs,
as v;ell as those of the old C.I.O. Tlie rava.ges of
telephonic coim:iunication on the historical recofd of
the Ir.bor movonent of our time becomes increasingly
time beconEs increasingly apparent. Perhaps some
union will be convinced of the vasdom - even if it
must be learned from business - of an oral history-
program to preserve its past more fully.
The Philip Hurray Papers are accessible to
bona fide scholars. The donor cni curator have
agreed to reserve the right of clearance of re-
searchers due to the very recent chsiracter of the
materials.
About the Author:
Rev, Henry J. Broime, The Catholic University
of /ucerica. Archivist ani Curator of Iknuscripts,
Associate Professor of History, Secretary of the
Society of Anerican Archivists,
ANIvRJAL ^EETING
The Labor Historians Group -est in the Dltheridgc
Room of the '^ebstcr Hall Hotel in Pittsburgh on Fri-
day, April 20, 1956, The meeting vas called tocrder
by th3 Reverend Henry J, Brovme, of the ad interim
committee. He opened the meeting vdth a short history
of the groi;q3's first meeting in a hotel room, and
paid tribute to Louis Arky for his loyalty and
constructive ircr!: in editing the "Biolletin," He
also e>q)lained that, at a meeting in i;j'ashington D,C,
in December 1955, the ad interim comM.ttee was eibcled
to malce rGcoirmen.i.atiorB on rcorgrnization. Father
Browne then presented the folloTdnf slate of officers;
President: Richard B, I'lorris, 'Columbia
University,
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Vice Presidentj John Hall, University of
Baltimore,
Executive Secretaxy: Leone W, Eclcert, New
York State School of Indus-
trial and Labor RelatioiB •
Executive Board: Rev. Henry J, Brov.-ne, Catholic
University.
Harry Carman, Colunbia Univer-
sity.
Robert Cliristie, Lafayette
College.
Edvard James, Dictionary of
/vmerican Biography,
Since there were no nominations from the floor, a
motion to elect the above slate tmanimously v;as
carried. Professor Jolin Hall took the chair in the
absence of Professor I^rris,
A discussion of the "Bulletin," its content,
format, and fina.nces follo-.;ed. iiiss Eckert re-
ported that the I'.r. 3. School of Lidustrial and
Ls.bor Relations uas ^lad to assiirae responsibility
for publishing it. As of April 1, 1956, the
"Bulletin" had been sent to a list of 115 people
78 of v'hom had paid $1. ThJLs had been used to help
defray publishing emd Eailing costs. Actual costs
could not be secured since they v/ere not separated
from other school publications, but it is obvious
that Ol.OO does not cover the expense involved.
Present plans call for changing from mimeographed
to printed issue::; as soon as the subscriptions reach
200.
It \fas suggested tliat an editor \;ho is a labor
historirn be elected. It uoiold be his responsibility
- U -
to secvire additional iiiforna.tion, such as articles,
book reviews, nev/s items arfl notes, Cornell would
then be responsible for the bibliography end the
mechanics of editing, publishing, and collecting the
funds, A motion to this effect v;as passed, the eoitor
to be chosen by the Executive Board.
A motion to raise the dues to 02 in order to
provide funds for arranging prorraias ard other inci-
dentals was ameMed to include T.IO contributiory
HE nbersliip and carried. One dollar idll still go
to\/ard the "Bulletiny the other to be used for other
expenses.
Sfter a discussion on the advantages of meeting
v/ith the AHA or the iiV/. it v'as voted that the annual
meeting of the group be held in December vdth the AH.'..
The Executive Board v;as empowered to malce the necessary
arrangements vrith AH", and to plan a program for the
meeting. The Board vas to assume responsibility fcr
arranging other opportunities Tor the group to get
together informally.
The question of a constitution for the group
was brought up. Some of the group felt that a cons-
titution would mal:e it a more fomal organization
than they wanted. It was pointed out that in many
states a constitution \/as necessary in order to
collect dues, A motion tliat the Executive Board
appoint a Committee on By-Laws to draft a consti-
tution v;hich \rould preserve the essentisil services
was carried.
The follov;ing people I'ere present ard each
one gave a short description of ^/hat he is doing
ciJrrently,
Ed'Tard E, Fear, University of Pittsburgh.
C-cor.'re Raivick, JPvnd for the Republic,
John L, Shover, Ohio State University,
Writer Goodman.
Jar.es L, Stephens.
Joseph G. RaybacI:, Pennsylvania State
Iftiiversity.
George B. Engberg, Ifriiversity of Cincinnati.
Chester lIcA, Destler.
Ed'ln Penton, Carnegie Institute of
Technology.
EdTTard T, James.
Delber lIcKee, ^'estminster College,
Hugh Cleland, University of Pittsburgh.
D. L, I'fcriLirray, Elmira College,
The meeting was adjourned,
/irerican Labor Union Periodicals; A Guide to
Their Location
.
A gtiide to the files of /jnerican labor union
periodicals in tv-enty large librrry colD.ections will
be coir e available July 30, 1956, Gponsored by the
Coninittee of University Industrial Relations Librar-
ians, this coinoilatidn of over 1,700 current and non-
current labor union periodicals of the Iftiited States
and Canada will be published by the Hev; York State
School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell.
In arldition to basic bibliographical inforna-
tion about each publication, a rccorO. ^f the hold-
inrjs of the coopcratinc librrries which have the
title is '^iven in voluie md ye,;rs. Uega.tive micro-
film holdings are iirlicated to shovr the availability
of microfilm copy and to avoid needless duplication
bj'' libraries engaged in microfilming labor union
periodicals.
In order to increase ita usefvJr.ess, the guide
is separated into tv.-o parts. Part I incluv.es the
periodicals of the federations, the national crd
international unions and thoir locale. IJ.1 period-
icals of a union are listed in one alphabet under
the name of that \inion, 2::tcnsive cross references
are used to interrelated titles ai:d linions as v/ell
as to show the "any variations in union naiies. Soce
inform;',tion relating to the organizational cha^iges
of ijnions durin.r; the period 19A-2-1954 is given.
Part II lists the publications of regional organ-
izations by state end then by city. Separate title
indexes for each prrt include -^.11 knovn title variants.
American Labor lAiion ?criodica.ls should provide
much needed inforijation for labor organizations,
industrial ccnce: ns, carl rczearchers in the field
of industrial relations.
Available from:
Nev; York Sta.te School of Industrial and
labor Relations, Cornell ttiiversity, Ithaca,
Ilev; York
Frcpublication price: '!.'6,00
After July 30, 1956: jV.OO
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imiS AW NOTES
Val Lor\dn of the University of Chicago reports
that he foiuid a surprisingly 'rarm interest in /unci±rji:
labor liistcry './hen he lectured at the University of
Lyon in I^ance last year. The paper v/hich he gave
at the Society for FVench Historical Studies at the
University of Pennsylvania in ''ebrurary on 'Reflections
on the liistory of T\x> Labor I-fovements: France aid U.S-
irill be published later.
An articile by Vaughn Davis BoriB t in the Autumn
issue of The Historian (pp. 1-2^) entitled "The New
Labor Historj'-: A Challenge for Americsin Historians"
describes the AnErican Federation of Labor Archives,
and some other rich labor resoiorces, and calls on
historians to v/rite a new labor history,
HaroM iaiensl<y's "The Staff Expert: A Study
of the Intelligence I^\mction in American Trade
Unions" './ill be published by the Free Press.
I^om Colston E, l/arne at Araiierst College comes
an announconE nt of the publicatioh of The Pullman
Boycott of lC9/^•• The Problem of Federal Interven-
tion
. Problems in American Civilization: Read-
ings Selected by the Dopartrent of American Studies,
Amherst College. Edited v/ith an Introduction by
Colston E. Warre
.
(Boston: D. C. Heath, 1955)
Hugh Cleland &f the Department of History of
the Ifriiversity of Pittsburgh v/rites that he is
working on, "Coriinianism and Anti-Coiii.iunism in the
Electrical Vtorkers Union - A Case Study of a Key
LocaD., Local 601 of ' 'estinghouse in East Pitts-
burghj Pa,"
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DISSERTATIONS IN PREPARATION
International Labor Qrf?a.niaatiorB
Barnes, Saruel. "The Political Role and of Organized
Labor in Canada," Duke.
Beeler, Anne B, "TIb International laboiar Organiza-
tion: Important Developments in Its Structiore,
Function and Constitution Since 1953." Cornell.
Fishel, Josephine. "The Fabian So cLety and the Britidi
Labour Party Politics- 1933-1%1<," Columbia.
Kannappan, Subbiah. "The Indian Trade Union: An
Account and An Analysis." Fletcher School.
Rimlinger, Gaston V. "A Conparative Study of the
Pattern of Trade Union Formetion in the
Beginning of Industrialization ir. the U.S.,
Englani, France, Gerrany aid Russia.." California.
Starr, Emil, "The British Laboior Party and the Soviet
Union," Chicago.
^eber, James L, "The Development cf the Foreign
Policy Objectives of the British Labor Parly,
1919-1939." Fletcher School.
Gillespie, John S, "The Role of tie Director-
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Philip Taft
It is easy to exag;jerete the inportance of
the ri?.terial in the arcliives of the /Lnerican fed-
eration of Labor for general Air.erican labor his-
tory, but for an londerstanding of the A, ?. of L,
the archives are indispensable. The basic rjate-
rials are the letters of Gonpers, perhaps 2 5
thoiisand copies of letters i/ritten betv;eon 1S86
ard 192>i, The letters of Pranlc liorrison,. who
served as secretarj'' for alaiost forty years are
of some interest. The correspondence of Uillian
Green ajre very lilcely necessary for understand-
ing the "federation in the period in ^;hich he
served as its head. There are also letters giv-
ing the vote oxd opinions of nembers of the
Executive Coimcil on issues tliat vrere presented
to them by inail bet een the meetings of the Coim-
cil. In audition letters from individua.ls aid
- 1 -
heads of unions are available, mostly on microrilm.
There are a rev docvu-ents, such as the statements
presented to Congressional committees or appeals
on behalf of a cause or organization.
The minutes of the Executive Council are not
available to the public, unless the parts have
been published either by the Ar^ierican _Federatipn-
ist or in paffphlot forcic Several dozen books of
clippings dealing uith the activity of the Federa-
tion ard its heads are also available. The records
of the various service depaTtients are also part
of the arcliivcs,
A study of the A. P» of L, or any aspect of
its activity i.'ould require consultation of some
or all of the no.terial. Research v;orl:ers v/ould
not find their task too easy. Officers' letters
are arranged clironologicall;'- rjid not by subject
matter, although on issues involving a given
union, the hiaterial dealing idth that organization
- 2 -
Eircliives do not contain a. trenendous v/ealth of
material on the general lator movement. Having
;rorl:ed on the fotirth volur.e or Coimon's histor3'-,
I believe that the trrditionrl soiirces utilized
by scholars are adequate for no:jt purposes ard.
that one can easily exaggerate the significance
of a letter or docunent carrying the signattire
of an important participant in given events. The
A. i.'', of L. archives Trill, in ny opinion, yield
no material v.'Iiich \rill call ..or a bcsic revision
of opinions held by scholars in the field. For
adequate understanding of the A. F, of L, they
are naturally invluable.
About the Author
Philip Taft received Ms Ph.D. at Ifisconsin
and has served as a Special Economist to the
Vfisconsih State Industrial Corar.ission. Ke also
served on the Social Security Board ajnd the public
janel of Region I, ";.L,B, His latest published
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book is "Econonics aid Problens of La tor." He is
currently '.rorlcing on a liistcry of the A, ?. of L,
irSifS AID NOTES
A note froni Robert V, Bruce in the History
Deoartiient at Boston University asks £ot ne-'s lYoid
anyone vho is interested in the orir^ins, cause and
effect of the railroad strikes and riots ox lo77 for
a book I'hich he is iTriting,
Delber L. KicKee vjrites that "The Unionization
of ITLorida Cigarnalcers and the Coining of the 'Jar
vfith Spain," is an outstanding article by John C«
Appel in the Hispanic A-Tericgm Historical 11evie\;
for i^ebruary, 1956,
Helmut Hirsch of Roosevelt College calls our
attention to his book, "Denl:er und Kaenpfer:
Gesarar.elte Eeitrage Zuir Gescliichte der .'.rbeiter-
ben.'egimg."
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THE LABOR HISTORY COLLECTION AT THE
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF V/ISCONSIN
Alice Eo Smith
In the fall of 1955 a California writer
published an article entitled ^ "The New Labor
History; A Challenge for American Historianso"*
Whatever may have been the reaction of historians
to Dr, Bornet's pirited challenge^ there is no
doubt about its effect on custodians of records.
Archival establishments, libraries^ and historical
societies have risen to the occasion and are scour-
ing their states and comnunitles for uinpublished
records on what is, to most of them a new develop-
ment in record coUectingo
For the State Historical Society of Wisconsin
the idea is neither novel nor new, A full ha.Lf
century ago Professor John Re Commons and a corps
of associates established on the first floor of
the Society s bin.lding m Madison xhe American
Vaughn D, Bomet, in The Historian . 18: 1-24.
(Autumn, 1955)
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Bureau of Industrial Research, The labor records
collected under that far-sighted program, the men
and women trained in the labor field 5 and the n)l<-
umes produced under its inspiration firmly estab-
lished the leadership of Wisconsin's university
and state historical society in the field of labor
history.
Since the early work of Commons and his asso-
ciates the collecting program has sometimes lagged
^
but it has never completely dropped « Within the
past few years g however, it has taken a decided
spttrto Funds from a Rockefeller Fovmdation grant
in i950o matched by a contribution from the Wisconsin
Federation of La tor set a ne\; collecting program in
motiono A man was put on the road to explain the
program to locals and centreil bodies within the state,
to collect records,, and tape record interviews
o
The drive met with varied responses c Some labor
Jiions, proud of their achievements ^ were pleased to
have the oppoitunity of placing tbeii' papers where
they would be fitted Into the larger story of the
history of labor in the United States o Others
" 2 -
hesitated' their records had been lost or destroyed;
their officers were imcertain of their authority
to let papers out of their hands, niimerous locals
wanted time to consider the matter.
But as time went on^ some of these fears were
quieted a l!inute books » financial records, member-
ship lists, files of correspondence, and other types
of records began to stack up on the Society's manu-
script shelves Invitations to address meetings
arrived, unsolicited j "leads" to the possible loc-
ation of long-forgotten records began to multiply.
Today the collection of organized labor mater-
ial nunbers around 600 volur.es and more than 300
boxes of unbound papers o The contents range from
Central Committee records of the International
Workingmen's Association in the early 1870' s collect-
ed by Dr, Commons to proceedings of Wisconsin locals
in the 1950" So These- original reocrds supplement
coirrespondence of industrial and political leaders*
pamphlets and other emphemerai materiaj .. and
vhat is considered to be the finest library of labor
newspapers and periodicals in the cotmtryo
Detailed listings are uninteresting ^ as are
fig\ires of cubic footage of records, but whether
expressed in terms of space, weight, or content, the
figures are impressive c The services of a special
labor collector were discontinued at the end of a
year and a half, but the work he started did not
come to an end^ The Socielj'^s field service is still
pursuing the leads he accumulated, and Locals that
have had time to think things over continue to add
their records to the central depository collectiono
Besides the nation-wide collections made in early
years and the state and local collections acquired
rore recently., the Society has obtained posession of
two important sets of labor records
o
One is a collection of material of four early
labor schools and on the work of the National Committee
for Extension of Labor Educationo It Includes records
of the earliest experiments in residential schools
for workers in the east, beginning as
-4 »
early as 1921, The material is of great interest
to students of the labor movement since those schools
helped train union leaders and opened the way foj
establishing similar schools as well as serving as a
oratory ^"or developnent of teaching techniques
in tnis field. The collection v;as presented to the
Society by the American Labor Education Service and
Miss Hilda W. Smith of West Park, New York. Kdss
Smith, who has herself done notable pioneer work
in the field of later education, supervised the
organization of the collection before it was sent to
Wisconsin,
The other collection is a large mass of original
records of the American Federation of Labor from the
nations! headquarters in 'Washington, D, C, As records
are organized and microfilmed for a security copy;
the originals are forv/arded to Maaison, This collection
now nupbering over a hundred packing cases, has not
yet been arranged for use
Each such collection gives added weight to the
claim of Professor Selig Periman of the University's
= 5 =
Department of Economics that "Madison is the country' s 1
most noted center of stiody of the history of labor," I
MI1-:UTES OF THE EXECUTIVE
BOARD OF THE LABOR HISTORIANS GROUP
The Executive Board of the labor Historians' Group
met at the Men's Faculty Club of Columbia University
on January 5p 1957o President Richard Morris presided.
Messrso Carman^ Hall, James, Christie, the ReVo Henry
Brovme and Miss Eckert were present
»
Mr, James presented a draft of the constitution
which he had been asked to prepare for discussion.
Several changes resulted. It was decided that the
Executive Board be given the power to fix dues .ither
than include them in the constitution. The Editor and
ex-presidents were nnde members of the Executive
Board, which was empowered to receive money and make
disbursements o Quite a long debate followed on the
best method of introducing amendments and resolutions
so that all the members could participate, in view of
the relatively small attendance at meetings. The
constitution was adopted with a resolution that it
- 6 »
woTild be in effect \mt±l the next biennial meeting
when it could be forrally adopted by the membershipo
The question of the "Bulletin" was raisedo Mto
Hall had explored costs for printing and found that
it woiild amount to about $800 per year for a 12 page
quarterly. He proposed that we raise the dues to
$4-.00 per year immediately and that the "Bulletin"
would be printed in 1958, He also suggested that
perhaps we could secure funds for promotion and
printing until we were better established from a
foundation j, a union or the UoS<, Department of Labor,
Professor Carman volunteered to talk to the Carnegie
Foundation^, Professor Morris will talk to Emerson
Andrev/s of the Library Foxmdationo This raised the
question of whether we would need to be incorporated
and Professor Hall was appointed a committee of one
to get the information and if necessary the papers of
incorporation drawn upo
Miss Eckert raised the uestion of whether
enough material was available to print twelve pages
of a bulletin, Ifr, Hall and Ifr. Christie thought
- 7 -
that one reason they were unaKLe to get articles for
the "Bulletin" was because it v/as muneographed and
printing would eliminate this hurdle.
Professor Konvitz at Cornell had suggested to
Professor Morris that it roight be possible to
include a page of news and notes of the labor
Historians in the Industrial and labor Relations
Review and reprints sent to the members. This
was discussed and left to F*rofessor l-forris and Miss
Eckert to explore further.
Professor Iforris will explore the possibilities
of having a labor history program at the American
Historical Association meetings next year, failing
this he will arrange a luncheon or a social affair
during which the necessary business could be disposed
of.
The meeting was adjourned
»
NEl%'S AIID NOTES
Roger Mayhill writes that he is at work on a
magazine article entitled "The A.F, of L, and its
Attacks on the House of Representatives, 1.902-1910,"
- 8 -
Rrofessor Val Ro Icruin of the University of
Chicago has been appointed by the American Historical
Association as its correspondent for the study of
social structures by the Comnilss Lon on the History
of Social Movements and SociaJL Structures of the
International Committee of Historical Sciences <> Georges
BourgliA of France is chairman of the Comnoissiorjo
Personnel , a journal of the American Management
Association has a feature sei tion of Industrial
Relations Research m Universixies in its September.
1956 issue
o
Materials on the Bryn Mawr Summer School for
Women in Industry (1921-1939/? the Hudson Shore
School (1939-1959) V Barnard Simimer School for Workers,
(1927-1934) and the Vineyard Shore Workers Schx>oI|,
(1927-1933 > have been given to the Wisconsin State
Hastorlcal Society by Miss Hilda Smith and the
American Labor Education Service <» Mise Coit of ALES
vrrit^s that they shou^-d be extrer.:ely rseful in any
study of Workers Education in the Uo S^ A
duplicate bet. of certain of the
" 9 -
materials x-rill be presented to the Institute of
Managenent and Labor Relations ^ Rutgers University
c
The Birth Place of Letter Carriers Association
appears in the September 1956 issue of the "Historicsd
Messenger" of the lUlwaukee County Historical Societyo
It is a story of the fonnntion and early days of the
National Association of Letter Carriers
o
"Railroad Strikers in Covirt" by Elwin W, Signnmd
appeared in the Sumner 1956 issue of the Joiimeil of the
Illinois State Historical Society
^
Francis Gates j of the Labor Collection of the
TJniversity of California is '/orking on a reference guid
"or labor historians v;hich will be a bibliography of
directories, aids in locating files, bibliographies,
handbooks and guides to special collectxonso The
University of California has printed a guide to its
collections in response to the request of the Trade
Union Co!nrru.ttee of the Society of Anerican Archivists
»
xt is available on inter-library loan since a liirdted
number of copies were printed, Mrc Gates would welcome
- 10 -
copy of any other guides which shoiiid be incliaded
in his bibliography
o
The Labor=Management Docomentatlon Center at
Cornell has also issued a g^uide to its records
which is available on requesto
DISSERTATIONS AKD THESES
Labor Conditions and Problems
Akers, Lilialyce Sink, "The Level of Accomodation
Between Organized Religion and Organized Labor
in an Industrial Community." Kentucky (PheD,)
Collins. John, Joseph, "Longshoremen in the Port
of New York," New School (M)
Karsh, Bernard c "The Labor Strike in A Small
Commimity- A Study of Industrial Conflicto"
Chicago, (PhoDj
Lilienthal^ Daisy M, "The Meaning of Unionisms
A Study in Prespectiveso" Chicago, (Ph,D,)
Oko_> Dorothy Kuhn, "Symbols and Slogans in the
AmericEin Labor >!ovement,'' New School, (M,)
0-Rourke, Walter Br= "A Critical E^raluatiou of
the Scanlon Labor-Management Co=operation
Plan," Catholic, (DoP,)
Parker; Seymom , "Union Partacipation A Study
an Culture and Personality,'* Cornell, (PhoD,)
Phillips, William, "Some Factors in the Changing
Position of the Negro m the Labor Force,,
1940-1950" Chicago o (D,F.)
Sugeno, Florence ToshikCc "The Cnicago Labor Force
1910-1950," Chicago = (M)
- 11 -
labor Organizations
Blotighj Margaret* "A Study of the Current Role of
Organized Labor as a Pressure Group in the
Political System of an Urban Community,"
Chicago. (D,P.)
Bradford, Alvin Priestly^ "The Tactics and l-fethods
of LaVor Organizing: The Role o*" Agitation in
the Developnent of Srcial Movement c" Chicago.
(Ph.Do)
Calof, Judith. "Trade Unions and the American Creed:
A study in the Process of Legitim.ation." Nev
Schoolc (M)
Dansereau, Harry K. "Relationship Between the
Sentiments of Union Members and the Latent and
Manifest Functions of a Union Local." Michigan
State. (DoP.)
Goldstein, Bernardo "Unions Among Professional
Engineers: A Case Studyo" Chicago, (D.P.)
Grisuold, V'illiam J. "The Obligation to Join a Union
in the Light of Catholic Social Principles <,"
Catholic. (M)
1-btt, Vincent V, "Local No> 9, John Wanam^er
Employees Independent Union: An Analysis in the
Field of Industrial Sociology." Fordham. (D,Pj
Wagner, Helmut R, "Social and Religious Outlooks of
a Young Labor Elite^" New Schools (Fh.Do)
.'alters, Elinor Blochc "Office Workers and Their
Unions." Chicago. (M)
Watson, Roy Ernest Love. "The Nova Scotia Teachers'
Union: A Study in the Sociology of Formal
Organizations." TorontOc (O.P.)
- 12 -
I an doing research and/or writing in the field of
labor history. (Mease incliide probable date and place
of publication of each study.)
Add here any inform- tion about possible research topics,
sources of material, work in progress, etc. that you
thinl: a'^propriate for inclusion in the Bulletin .
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THE LAB0P-.MAKAGE1-IENT DOCDMEr<TATION CEMTER
AT CORJIELL
The Labor-^fenagement Dociunentation Center is
relatively new, having been established in 1950,
and as its name implies, contains documents and
papers relating to both industry and labor.
The collection is divided rather loosely
into current dociments and historical material.
Unions, conpanies^ associations, governmental
agencies, educational institutions, and arbitration
and mediation boards contribute to the current files
and an effort is made to collect coniparable foreign
docuaients,
The labor collection is composed of all types
of union documents^ proceedings, joiomals, cons-
titutions, educational and research pamphlets in
fact, anything which a union publishes and is vd.ll~
ing to give, finds its way into our files. News-
paper clippings and items about a union but pub-
lished by other agencies are a 'so included. Other
labor organizations, such as the Americah Labor
Education Service and the Leagiie for Industrial
- 1 -
Democracy are represented, tooo
While the current files are used primarily as
resotorce material by students and faculty and prac-
titioners in the field, in time they should become
a rich source of historical material.
The historical collection is at present, large-
ly in the field of social security, containing the
papers of such men as John Bo Andrev/s and Abraham
Epstein in the field of social security and in arbi-
trationj Paul Abelson, ¥illard Hotchkiss, Ralph
Seward, Sa-ul iJallen to name a few of the arbitrators
represented.
While the Abelson collection contains his persona
papers and covers his varied interests in labor rel-
ations, only case material, transcripts, exhibits and
avards have been given iy the other arbitrators, In-
clxoded in the collection are materials from emergency
and fact-finding boards such as steel and longshore
»
They provide a wealth of baclcground data as well as
information on the dispute itself.
Every effort is being made to expand the
collection, and we are pn^ticularly anxious to secure
-2 -
papers of labor leaders o If you are aware of
any that might be available, Cornell would be
happy to hear about them.
Although the library has not issued a
printed guide to its recoris, there are extra
copies of a mimeographed guide, which was
designed for internal use, available if you
are interested,
Leone "W, Eckert
Records Librarian
SUPPLSJ^ENT TO T HE DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN
BICGRAPHT
The standard historical reference work,
the Dictionary of American Biography : is
currently preparing a new Supplement, to be
published probably in 1958o The new volume
will be confined to prominent Americans who
died 3n the years 1936 through 1940. Several
members of the labor movement are in the group
c
Andrew Purseth, (l854-~1938)i, long a
leader of the seamen j author of LaFollette
Seamen's Act,
-3 -
Charles P. Howai^ (1879-1938), President of
the International Typographical Union and Secretary
of the original CIO.
Willinn Hugh Johnson (1874-1937), President of
the International Association of I!achinists,
Santiago Iglesias (lo72-1939), iiifluential
Puerto Rican leader and delegate to Congress,
James '.v'illiam Sullivan (18^7-1933), associate
of Gompers in the early AFL and a leader in the
movenent "or the initiative and referendum.
B. Chamey Vladeck, (1886-1938), a socialist,
!few York City Alderaan, and one of the founders of
the American Labor Party,
Biograp'^iical infornation is scanty about a
fev of t lese ir«li'ri. duals. If any reader of the
Bulletin hap any "-oecial knovledge of any of them,
it -./culd be gri'.efully received (and, if used, duly
acknov.'le l^ed
.
) Communicate vdth the assistant
editor of the nev; Supplement, Udward T, James ^ at
the Dictionary office <5, 535 'vest 115th Street, New
York 27, New York.
Edward James
-4 -
NF.v'S ATID NOTES
David Jo Burbank vrrites that his nonograph
on the St.Loijis general strike of 1877, one of
the episodes of the nation-wide railroad strike
of Jul7 1877, is now available on ndcrocardso It
is a conplete history and analysis of the first
Ainerican general strike and the cards, equivalent
to a 4-00 page printed book, may be obtained from
Mto Burbank at lU North Kingshighway, Sto Louis
8, Mssovtrio
Leone Wo Eckert of Cornell University has
been appointed chairman of the Society of American
Archivists Trade Union Committee, This committee
you vnJ.1 remember, is working on a vmion listing
of the location of labor papers. If you find any
in your research^ will you please drop her a line
so that they nay be included in the list and thus
aid other researchers
«
Robert Christie has left Lafayette University
to beconx? Acting Director of the Bureau of Program
Evaluation for the Coramonv/ealth of Pennsylvania,
Val Lorvrin has been appointed Professor of Histoj'
at the University of Oregon.
A notice from the Rand School of Social Science
annoimces that they are now associated with the I
Tandment Institute in reorganizing and expanding the
Meyer London Memorial Library c -'ork is now under way
rearranging and bringing the collection up to date.
One of its important labor collections is that of
Eugene V. Debs. The library will also resume publi-
cation of the "Index to Labor Articles,"
Professor Tavilman A. Miller of the University of
Indiana is continuing a study about Povrers Hapgood and
the American labor movement based on the manuscript
collection in the university library.
Professor Joel Siedman, Chairman, Social Sciences
The College, University of Chicago^ is giving the Sidne;
Hillman Lectures at Cornell. His topic is "Democracy
in the Labor I'ovement" and the three lectures are en-
titled "The Problem of Union Democracy," "Factors
Affecting Union Democracy" and "The Conditions of Union
Democracy o" These will be printed by the School of
Industrial and Labor Relations in its bulletin series.
- 6 -
Miss Frances Perkins, Secretary of Labor
under President Franklin D, Roosevelt and the
first woman cabinet member is a visiting lecturer
at the New York State School of Industrial and
Labor Relations for the spring term. Miss Perkins
has been lecturing in classes in social security
and public administration and with Professor Alice
Cook is giving a coirrse, Labor and tie Government,
1930-1956.
NEW FOK!AT
From the minutes of the Executive Board Meet-
ing reported in the last issue of the "Bulletin,"
you iNdll remember that discussions aixi explorations
were under way with Cornell, to include a labor
history article and "News and Notes" in the Industrial
aixi Labor Relations Review , Be'-inning \rt.th the
October issue of the Review, this v;ill be done.
Reprints of the articles, "News and Notes" and the
pertinent sections of the "Recent Publications" list
in the Rft-pn au will be put together and sent to the
Historians. John Hall, your new editor will be
- 7 -
responsible for the labor history articles, "News
and Notes" should be sent to the "Bulletin" at
Cornell. Deadline for the October issue of the
"Review" is June 15th <,
m\l BOOKS
Aldi.-dn, Go B. B, "Beyond Nationalizations The Labor
Probler^ of the British Coal," Harvard Univer-
sity Press. 324 pp. %o
Baxbash, Jacko "The Practice of Unionism^" (1st ed.)
New York Harper, (1956) A65 pp. ^5.
Bayer, Richard Owen, and Herbert Ifontfort Morals,
"Labor's Untold Storyo" Car^eron Associates,
1956. 402 pp. $A*75o
A survey of the struggles of AT?Erican
workinginen and wonen for a better life.
Bumstein, Irving, (and others). "Emergency Disputes
and National Policy." Industrial Relations
Research Association, Harper. 271 pp. $.3.50,
Analysis of sone of the key questions related
to industry wide stoppages.
Chenoyj Ely, "Automobile Workers and the American
Dream. DcuMeday. 139 ppo $3o
A source for material for discussion of the
causes of industrial unrest,
Christie, Robert A. "Empire in V.'ood: A History of
the Carpenters Union c" N.Ye State School of
Industrial and Labor Relations, 1956c xvii, 356 pp
v4o50.
A history of the Carpenters Union*
- 8 -
De Mille, George E, "Man at l.'ork in God's Vbrld."
1956. Longmans. 205 pp. $3.50.
Addresses and discussions of a congress of
clergy and laymen vjhich sought a better
understanding between church and v/orker.
Edirards, Frank, ^fy First 10,000,000 Snonsors."
New York, Ballantine Books. (1956") 185 pp.
*2.
Fitzgerald, l-lark James, "Britain Vlovfs Our
Industrial Relations." University of Notre
Dame Press, 221 pp. $A.25.
Analysis of the reports of the British Union
Management Teams visiting America betvreen
1948"" and 1953.
Foner, Philip S. "History of the Laboi fbvement
in the UoS. Volume II, New York: Inter-
national Publishers, 1956, 4-80 pp. $5.
A political history,
Gil man, Glendell W, "Human Relations in the
Industrial Southeast," University of South
Carolina Press, 1956, 327 pp, $5.
Goldberg, Arthur J. "AFL-CIO: Labor United."
New York, McGraw-Hill, 1956. 319 pp. $5,
Graubard, Stephen R. "British Labor and the
Russian Revolution, 1917-1924.," (Harvard
Historical lionographs, 30). Ca:nbridge,
Harvard University Press, i:>56. 305 pp. i?5o50
Gulick, Charl°s Adams. "History and Theories of
Working Class Movements." ''niversity of
California. Bureau of hazi^t-^-ss and Economic
Research, Berkely A, Caliion-.i 1. 364. pp.
$4.50.
A seledt bibliography.
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Holbrook, Stewart H. "The Rocky Mountain Revolutioc
(1st ed.) New York, Holt, 1956. 318 pp.
$3.95.
A story of one of the goons of the
Western Federation of Miners.
Johannessen, Edward, "The Hawaiian Labor Movement;
A Brief History." Boston, Bruce Humphries.
(1956) 181 pp. $3.75.
Kelly, Richard, "lline Lives for Labor," Frederick
A. Prageger, Inc, 1956. 183 pp. $3.
Memorial volime to nine staff members
of the Textile Workers Union.
Komhauser, Arthur, Harold L, Sheppard and Albert J.
Mayer J Kev York University Books, 1956. 352 pp
$5.
An intimate account of how the Detroit
members of the United Automobile "Workers
voted in 1952.
Kuhn, A]i^ed, "Labors Institutions and Economicso"
New York. Rinehart, 1956. 636 pp. $6,50.
Levenson^ Edward. "Labor on the I&rch." Ifaiversity
Books. 326 pp. $3, 50c
A reprjjit.
T:*pset ""-eymcur Martin, Martin A, Trow and James S.
v^olemano Glencoe: Free Press, 1956. 455 pp«
$7,50,
Indicates how political processes with
the ITU are maintained by internal and
external organizational pressures.
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McItoTy, Donald L, "Great Burlington Strike of
1888c" Harvard University Pressj 1956o
377 ppo $60
A detailed account of the strike.
Nadworny, l-lLlton Josephs "Scientific Management
and the Unions, 1900-1932," Harvard Univer-
sity Press. 187 ppe ^3,75
»
The reasoning behind the fight against
scientific management.
Nelson, James. "Mine Workers, District 50." 1955-
Banner Books, 158 pp. $3.50.
The story of the Gas, Coke ani Chemical Unions
of Massachusetts and their grovrth into a
national union.
Read, John H, S. "Origins of the British Labour
Party." University of Minnesota Presse 258 p,
^Ao50.
Survey of conditions which led to the form-
ation of the Labour Party and its parliamentary
record.
Roberts, Benjamin Charles. "Trade Union Government
and Administration in Great Britian." Harvard
University Press. 570 pp. $6.
Outline or organization^ conditions of
membership, financing and facilities for
research of British trade tinions.
Schevenels, Walter. "Forty-Five lears; A Histor-
icaJ Precds." With forward by W. M, Citrine,
Brussels. (1956) U2 pp.
11 =
Sullivan, V/llliam Arnold. "Indxistrial Workers in
Pennsylvania, 1800-1840." Harrisbta:<?, Penn,
Historical and ^fuseum Commission, 254p. 13.25.
Sweeney, Vincent D, "The United Steel v . kers of
America: Tvrenty Years Later, 193t>-1956e" (n.p,
1956) 239 p.
A history of the Steelworkers,
Thompson, Fred. "The I.W.W., Its First Fifty Years,
(1905-1955." Industrial Workers of the V/orld,
203 pp. $3.
Covers the accomplishments and defeats of fifty
years.
U.S. Department of Labor, "The American Workers Fact
Book, 1956." Washington, 1956. 433 pp.
Ulman, Lloj'd. "The Rise of the fTational Trade Union,
Cambridge s Harvard University Press, 1955, xix,
639 pp. $9.50.
The rise of the natioiial imion in economic and
organizational terms.
Youtsler* Jajnes S. "Labor's Wage Policies in the
20th Century," New York, Twayne Publications
for Skidmore College, 1956, pp. 344. $5.
A re-examination of trade union wage demands and
of the institutional factors which have influ-
enced their formulation.
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THE A. F. OF L. IN THE TIME OF GOKPERS
The A. F. of L. in the Time of GonperSf by Philip
Taft. New York: Harper St Brothers, 1957. 509,
pp. $6.75.
Since the word got around that Philip Taft
was working on a new history of the A, F, of L.,
based on a thorovigh use of the archives of that
organization, students of labor history have been
eagerly awaiting the result. V/hen expectations
are raised so high, some must be disappointed,
but it is unlikely that anyone will be teii5)ted to
say that Mr, Taft has let us down,
Mr, Taft is an economist, trained in the
Commons-Perlman school of economic interpretation
of labor history. This interpretation, for a
variety of reasons, has been under criticism by
some historians. But if anybody expects either a
full-dress defense of the Commons-Perlman thesis,
or any substantial revision of it, he will not find
it in this book. Occasionally, Mr. Taft gives
iiomewhat more weight to political, ideological, or
- 1 -
"tendency of the times" influences than the vol-
umes of the Commons History of Labour do . (e.g.,
pp. 257-259) but the differences are never funda-
mental.
The strength of this book is not in any in-
terpretation or reinterpretation of American labor
history, but in its very thorough documentation
of familiar ground. More than half of its twenty-
nine chapters deal vdth special, topics, problems
of policy and administration which the federation
had to contend with at various times. Stiniggles
with the Knights of i^abor and the Socialists,
shorter hours, dioal unionism, the evolution of
departmentsj, jurisdictional quarrels, and many
other matters are described in considerable detail.
Almost without exception, Professor Taft con-
cludes tlaat Gonpers and the A. F. of L, did about
as well as could be expected with their problems.
The criticisms emanating from Socialists, industrial
unionists, and others he dismisses as unproved or
- 2 -
ur5)roveable, and he usually does this ty the use of
substantial arguments. This is not to say that he
gives a blanket indorsement to either Goiqjers or
the A, F, of L,, but that he finds them weak in the
means to carry out good intentions rather than in
the intentions or motives themselves. The historian
is always limited by the necessity of report ing
things as they were and it is risky, at best, to
speculate about how things might have gone better.
But it seems to this reviewer that the emphasis on
what was "possible" as an answer to critics of Gompers
can lead to some dubious conclusions
o
The clearest exanple of this is Mr. Taft's argu-
ment (p. 202) that Goiipers' ambiguous policy on the
question of craft vs. industrieil organization; post-
poning a decision until the time was "ripe"; if
follov/ed by his successors, might have prevented
the C,I,0, split. There was no split fifty years
ago, to be siire; since there was no organization
of the large industries. The experience of the steel
- 3 -
strikes of 1901, 1909 and 1919, does not demonstrate
that workers cotild not be organized, bxrt that organ-
ization could not be maintained by the unions as they
were then consistuted. War the ma±itenaxe of unity
v/orth a generation's delay in creating a general labor
moveinent vrarthy of the name? If Professor Taft can
extend the "might-have-been" technique to suggesting
that Gompers might have prevented the split of the
thirties, then others can reasonably specxilate that
the policy of "solving structural problems on a
practical basis" was a tragic failxire of leadership.
The practicality of Gon^jers was worthy of respect,
but it v;as not always as "practical" as he thought,
Mr. Taft describes policy through the exami-
nation of many specific cases, al lo\jlng cumulative
evidence to speak for itself. Chapters do not end
with summary statements or generalizations, but
usually with the winding up of the last example
discussed. Siunmary ani discussion are confined to
the introductory cjiapter. Though that chapter is
-4 -
well done, it would have been helpful to have
more suimnary statements throughout the book. And
Mr, Taft might even have added to our pleasure
and profit by some theorizing about his facts with-
out harming his work. With or without generalizations
he has given us a superb sxarvey of the history of the
A. F, of L, from its founding to 192A which is authori-
tative arid a valuable sx:5)plement to his earlier work
\<d.th Selig Perlman, covering much of the same ground.
It is more (and, within its assumptions, better) of
the same. Certainly, it is indispensable to labor
historians.
The publisher should be spanked for the many
typographical errors which deface an otherwise hand-
some book,
John Philip Hall
Ifeiiversity of Baltimore
BOOKS AVAILABLE
SoDB of the older publications in the field of labor
history of the University of Wisconsin Press are now
being sold off at reduced prices. This will proba-
bly be the last chan'cse for historians to get these
books direct from the publisher. Items of interest
to our members inclides
Studies of Social Sciences and History
s
19. Brovra, Ray Andrews. "The Administration of
Workmen's Condensation by the Industrial Cctt-
mission of Wisconsin," 1933. B8 pp 50
Economics and Political Science Series:
Vol. 1, #3. Meyer, Balthasax H, "A History of
the Northern Secijrities Case." 1906... ,,..60
Vol, 2, #1. Schaffner, Margaret A. "The Labor
Contract from Individual to Collective Bargain-
ing." 1907. ,,. c ..,,,«,.,.........,......,. 50
Vol. 3, #1. Rastall, Benjamin M, "The Labor History
of the Cripple Creek District. 1908... 50
Vol, 5, #2. Mangold, George B. "The Labor Argument
in the American Protective Tariff Discussion,"
1908. .,. o .., o . c ,... = ..,......,,..- c ...... ,35
Vol. 7, #1. Lescohier, D. D. "The Knights of St,
Crispin." 1910. ........ o»o o ..... a .... .40
Vol, 7, #3. Deibler, Frederick S. "The Amalgamated
V/ood Uorkers' International Union of America.
1912..,, ,.,,,..... ,.oc 25
Vol. 8, #3, Speek, Peter Ac "The Single Tax and
the Labor Movement." 1917.,. 25
6 -
Send orders, with check (no postage charges) to
the Exchange Section, Memorial Library, tMversity
of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wisconsin.
FALL ISSUE
V/e presxane that you are all busy making news and
notes this summer and will deluge the editor for the
next issue. Deadline for the fall issue is September
15th, so let lis hear from yoUa
RECENT PUBLICATIONS
American i''ederation of Labor and Congress of Industrisd
Organizations. Industrial Union Deipartment,
"Strpplementation of Unenployment Benefits: Federal
and State Rtilings, Statutes and Cases in Full Text
with an Introductory Summary," V.'ashington, 1957»
169 pp,
Bonnett, Clarence E, "History of Enployers' Associations
in the Ifoited States." New York, Vantage Press,
1957, 573 pp.
Brissenden, Paul F. "The I.W.W.j A Stiidy of American
Syndicalism," 2d ed. New York, Russell and
Russell. 1957, 438 pp.
Bull, Edvard. "The Norwegian Trade Union ^5ove^ent,"
Preface by Konrad Nordahl. (ICFTU monographs, no.
U) Brussels, International Confederation of Free
Trade Unions, 1956, L^O pp,
- 7 -
Cannorip James P. "Eugene V, Debs: The Socialist
l-tovement of his Time: Its Meaning for Today."
(The Debs Centennial) (Pioneer Pocket Library,
No. 5) New York, Pioneer Publishers. (1956)
4.0 pp.
Dsule, Leon A. "Marxism and French Labor," New York,
Vantage Press. 1956, 2?3 pp.
Dessau, Jan, "Ten Years' Activity," London, W, F,
T, U„ Publications, 1956, UO pp.
Faulkner, Harold U, "Labor in America." New revised
edition, Nev/ York, Oxford Book Conpar^r, 1957.
330 pc
Galbraith, John K, "American Capitalism: the Concept
of Countervailing Power," Revised edition,
Boston, Horughton Mifflin, 1956, 208 pp.
Gitlow, Abraham L, "Labor Economics and Industrial
Relations, Homewood, Illinois, R. D, Irwin,
1957. 724 pp.
Gonpers, Samuel, •'Seventy Years of Life and Labor,"
Revised and edited
"ty Philip Taft and John Ao
Sessions, New York, Dutton, 1957. 334 pp.
Hammond, Thomas T. "Lenin on Trade Unions aiid
Revolution, 1893-1917." (Studies of the Russian
Institute) New York, Columbia ttiiversity Press,
1957. 155 pp.
Hepple, Alex. "The African Worker in South Afl-icaj
A Study of Trade Ifeionism." London, The Africa
Bureau. 1956? 36 pp.
Klenner, Fritz. "The Austrian Trale Ihiion ^bvement,"
Preface ,by Anton Proksch (ICFTU monographs
no, 3) Brussels, International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions, 1956, 1515 pp.
8 -
Morton, Arthur L, »'The British Labour >bveinent, 1770-
1920 I A History by A. L. Morton and George Tate."
London, Lavnrence & V/ishart, 1956. 313 pp.
>fyrdal, Alva (Reimar) "Women's Two Roles, Home and
"Work," by Alva l^dal and Viola Klein."
(International Library of Sociology and Social
Reconstruction) London, Routledge & Paul,
1956. 208 ppe
National Association of Manufacturers of the United
States of America, "Morxjpoly Power as
Exercised by Labor Unions," Leo Volman
and others." Kew York, 1957? 31 pp.
Petro, Sylvester. "Labor Policy of the Free
Society." New York, Ronald Press, 1957.
339 pp.
Shott, John G. "How "Right^to-lJork" La'./s Are
Passed? Florida Sets the Pattera," Washington,
Public Affairs Institute, 1956, 67 pp.
Schuchman, Abraham, "Codetermination, Labor's
Ifi-ddle Way in Germany." Foreword by J, B, S.
Hardman, Washington, Public Affairs Press,
1957. 247 pp.
Sufrin, Sidney C, "Labor Economics and Problems
at Mid-Century." Hew York, Harper. 1957.
508 pp.
U, S. Congress. Senate. Cormittee on Post
Office and Civil Service, "Union Recognition.'
Hearings, Washington, G,P,0, 1956, 371 pp.
U.S. Congress. Senate, Select Co mlttee on
In^iroper Activities in the Labor Management
Field, "Investigation of Inproper Activities
in the Labor or Management Field," Hearings
pt, 1-6, Washington, G, P, 0., 1956,
U.So Department of LabOTe "Labor Economics and
Industrial Relations; Suggested ReHearch Projects,"
Washington, 1956. 31 p.
U, S. Department of Labor, "Inqjortant Events in
American Labor History j A Chronology, 1778-1955*"
Washington, 1956, 31 pp.
Webb, Beatrice (Potter) "Diaries," v, 2: 1924--
1932, London, New York, Longmans, Green (1956)
327 p.
Zeisler, Ernest B. "The HajTnarket Riot." Chicago,
A. J, Issacs. 1956, 139 pp.
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I am doing research and/or writing in the field of
labor history, (Please include probable date and
place of publication of each study
»
Add here any information about the possible topics,
sources of material, work in progress, etc. that you
think appropriate for inclusion in the Bulletin .
n
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AIH'IUAL MEETING
President Morris has scheduled a meeting
of the Labcr Historians at the annual meeting
of the American Historical Association at the
Statler Hotel in Hew York City, December 29th
at U p.m. A notice on the bulletin'tcard ^dll
list tl:e room assignment, Ue hope that as many
as possible vrLll be there,
LEXIHGTOH GROUP
Labor Historians interested in railroad
labor will find the nev;s letter of the
Lexington Group contains helpful imformation
about railroad sources. They are currently
revising their mailing list rjid v/oiild be glad
to add your nare . Dues are sixteen (16) three
cent stamps (^8 cents in all). Address yotor
requests to Howard F. Bennett, Secretary
- 1 -
Lexington Group, I'orthv/estern University
Evanston, Illinois,
SIDNEY HILLMAII LECTURES
Professor Philip Taft of the DepartroBnt
of Economics, Brovm University, delivered the
Sidney Hillman lectures at Cornell University
this fall. He gave three lectures the vreek of
ITovember 4-> under the general title, " Cor-
ruption and Racketeering in the Labor I'ovement."
This V8.S the fourth series of lectures
sponsored by the Mew York State School of Ind-
xistrial and Labor Relations under a grant from
the Sidney Hillman Foundation, created to honor
the memory of the late president of the Amalgam-
ated Clothing Workers,
Professor TaXt's first, lecture uas entitled,
"A Baclcv;ard Glance," The other two lectures in
the series were, "Vfhere Corri;>ption and Racket-
-
- 2 -
eering Thrive," and "Remedies and their Limits."
The three lectures v;ill be published in the near
future by the Industrial and Labor Relations
School.
NE'S Aim NOTES
Edvfin E. Witte
. professor emeritus of the
University of '-'isconsin, and a visiting professcr
at iiLchigan State this year is at work on a compre-
hensive history of social security in the U.S.
A study of damage suits against unions
has been con^oleted under the direction of Ililtcn
Konvitz at the Kew York State School of Industri-
al and Labor Relations at Cornell. The study was
concerned both vdth the extent of such suits, par-
ticularly since the passage of the Taft-Hartley
Act, and idth the severity of the judgments in
those cases in which an award v;as made against
the union, iiargaret Rosenzweig and Elizabeth
Laiidis were staff members on this project, funds
-3 -
for which were supplied by the AFL-CIO,
The Foundation on Enployee Health, Ifedicri
Care and "'elfaxe is a joint labor-mana geaent
venture of the International Association of Ma-
chinists and U.S. Industries, Inc. The Foun-
dation's Study No. 1, "Problems and Solutions
of Health and '.'elfare Programs" is a guide book
to help labor and ms^iacement in buying insurance
benefits
,
Archie Green of San Francisco is compiling
a check list of I.if.tiT. song books and their
location for the use of labor historians and
and folic singers,
Hugh Cleland \jrites that Ms dissertettioi
"The Political History of a Local Union, Local
601 of the CIO Electrical VJorkers Union" is at
Western Reserve. The University of Pittsbiirgh
Press \;ill publish it in revised form, but no
date has been set,
- ^ -
"Hoosier Labor During the Second World War,"
by Hugh M, Aver a doctorial dissertation at
Indiana University, is now conpleted and has been
forvrarded to the Ann Arbor Kicrofilraing Center.
Papers of the National V.'ar Labor Board and the War
Manpower Coniinission, located in the Natioral Archive^
constitute the major sources upon v;hich the work
is based. Eventually it is to be published as a
portion of the Indiana War History Comnission ' s
ten-volume history of Indiana during Vforld War II.
William Sullivan has coupleted the research
and is engrged in vrriting an article on the 1913
Copper Strike in iiorthern Michigan, one of the
longest and bitterest strHces in the state's histcry.
Professor Ifatcrice F. Neufeld of the Hew York
State School of Industrial and Labor Relations is
coirj)iling a "Select Bibliography of American I^istoiy''
which he hopes to have ready for publication in
Janucry, 1958.
- 5 -
IK-J BOOrvS
Florence C. Thome, the former Research
Director for the AFL has written "Samuel
Gompers, American Statesman," which was pub-
lished by the Philosophical Library in Hew York,
"The CommTinist Party vs. the CIO; A Stvidy
of Power Politics" v/as v/ritten by liax 1 1. Kampal mrin
and published by Praeger.
The Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Enployees is sponsoring tjhe publication
of "iJaintenance of Way Employment on U, S,
Railroads," by Uilliam Haber
.
"The Teamsters Union," by Robert D. Leiter
is a study of the econoriic impact of the union
ard is published by Bookman Associai:es,
"Labor Union Ilonopoly," by Donald R. Richberg
has been issued by H, Regnery Co,
Russell & Russell have revised Paul F.
^issenden's
. "The I.i'.u. A Study of T^jaerican
Syndicalism."
- 6 -
"YearbDok of the International Free Trade Union
fbvement, 1957-1958," aims to malce available histor-
ical and current inforration on the ICFTU, Its aTfil-
iates in 88 coimtries and the 19 International Trade
Secretariats affiliated vdth it. The data v;as com-
piled from questionnaires sent out ty the ICFTU, so
that some unions vhich failed to answer are omitted,
but it is still a great advance over previous infor-
mation. It was published by Lincoln-Praeger
Intermtional Yearbook Publishing Co., Ltd. in
London.
Adolph StTimthal of Roosevelt University is
the editor of a nev; series of Studies in International
Labor to be published by the Cornell University Press,
The first volume is by Stuart M. J?meson. of the
University of British Colvmbia, "Industrial Relations
in Canada." The opening chapter provides a brief
description of the economic and social setting and
the main geograpliic political, and cultural forces
- 7 -
which have shaped labor ^nployer relations in
Canada. The rBxt t"o chapters deal \rlth. the
origin and grovrth of the trade imion raoveinent
in Canada, its present conposition, adminis-
trative structure, goals and policies, aid its
relationship \i±th trade unionism in the United
States. Industrial conflict in Canada, as
measured by the size and frequency of strikes
and lockouts, end the various legislative at-
tempts to regiolate collective bargaining and
industrial disputes are described in the
concluding chapter.
In order to mke the Labor Historians '
Bulletin more effective the editors uoiold
appreciate a note from you describing vrhat
you or yovir students are 'forking on currently.
If any nev; sources of information irhich might
be usefiol to others have been discovered ue
v/ould lilce to pass the word along, so please
drop us a line.
Signatvire.
Ifeiiversity or Address_
Labor Historians ' Bulletin
I&LR
Cornell University
Ithaca, ilew York
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CONSTITUTION OF THE LABOR HISTORIANS
I, The name of this organization shall be The
Labor Historians,
II, Its object shall be to promote study and re-
search in labor history,
IIL There shall be two classes of members
—
regtilar and contributing; dues shall be fixed by
the Executive Board,
IV, The officers of the organization shall be a
President, a Vice President, an E:<BCutive Sbcreteiy
and an Executive Eoari consisting of the foreg:iig
officers, all past presidents, and four other
members. These officers shall be elected at the
regular biennial meeting of the organization and
shall hold office for two years, or until their
succe.-sors are duly elected. An Editor of Publi-
cations shall be elected by the Executive 3o,-rd,
if not a member, he shall serve as a member of the
Board,
V, Regvilar meetings of the Labor Historians
shall be held every second year in December, in
connection with the meetings of the American His-
torical Association, unless the Executive Board
shall set a different tine and place. Such othac
sessions shall be held as the Executive Board nsy
arrange, preferably in connection with ceetings cf
the Mississippi Valley Historical Association or
the Economic History Association, with at least
one session held in each alternate year when the
regular biennial meeting is not scheduled,
VI, The Executive Board shall have responsibil-
ity for arranging programs, publications, finan-
cial matters, and all other raatters not herein
provided I'or, The Execvrtive Secretary shall re-
ceive money and make disbursements, subject to
the regulations of the Executive Board,
VII, Amendments to this constitution nay be in-
itiated ty any member in good standing, shall be
circulated to the membership by the Executive
Secretary three months before the biennial meet-
ing; they shall be approved by a two-thirds vote
- 2 -
of all members present and voting at the
biennial meeting. All resolutions to be con-
sidered by the biennial neeting must be pro-
posed by at least ten members and must be ap-
proved by the Executive Board as being perti-
nent to the purposes of the organization set
forth in Article Two of this constitution,
VIII, This constitution is in effect from
January 5, 195V, subject to ratification at
the next biennial meeting of the Labor KstoriarB.
(Ratified in this form by biennial membership
meeting, December 29, 1957„)
3 -
mi:tutj3 0? rm biehjial ieeting
The biennial busiiiens neGting of '^he Labor
Historiajis i.-as held in the Boston Room of "tiie
Hotel Statler in Nev York City or Decenbar 3C^ 1957.
In the absence of the Pre&l'.lenc, Rlcliard Ilcrris,
who v;a'i unable to attend because of a fractured leg,
Vice-President Jolm Hall r.resided.
The first item on the agenda was the adopt-
ion of a constitution. The draft constitution ap-
proved by tlie lilxecutive Board was presented to the
meeting, and its adoption v/as moved.
Each section was read and discussion too k
place at only o./o points, it v;as proposed to amend
Section II to give the meinbership a chance to ap-
prove cuiy dues increase, but in the discussion
which follov.'ed it v;a3 pointed out tliat this
might moan that two years wouli elapse be-
fore the dues could be raised, so the anendment was
v/ithdravm.
The question of whether the Editor should
be appointed or elected was raised. It was
finally decided that he should be chosen by
the Executive Board. The motion to adopt the
constitution v/as then carried.
The nominating committee, consisting of
Harry Carman, Ray Ginger, and Edward James re-
ported that they felt the present officers**
should be renominated. There being no other
nominations, each officer was elected by a
unanimous ballot.
The Executive Secretary reported that as
of December 1, 1957 there vrere 76 paid up sub-
scriptions to tho Bulletin. 28 rene/als due and
a balance of $105 in the bank. Miss Eckert ex-
plained that one dollar of the subscription
price was retained and the other dollar turn-
ed over to Cornell to cover out of pocket
costs.
See back .age of the Bulletin .
Concern was expressed over the drop in.
circul.;.tion since our last meeting. Present
policy is to send tv/o notices when a sub-
scription expires, and it was sTiggested that
three or more notices be sent in the future,
Mr, Hall, as Editor, reported that two
articles v;hich he had sent to the Industrial
and Labor Relations Review had been returned
for revision and that very little in the way
of news items liad been sent to hiia. It had
been agreed tliat the Review v.'ould publish arti-
cles submitted by the labor historians, and re-
prints of these articles would be included in
the Bulletin.
During the discussion following his report,
Mr. Ilall submitted the follovdng figures covering
the rate of printing 350 copies of a bulletin sin-
ilar to Agricultural History . The figures cover
the cost of printing, binding, wrapping and mail-
ing.
- 6 -
Print Shop I Print Shop II
12 pages $ 702 12 pages $ 690
16 pages $ 874 16 pages $ 882
20 pages $1050 20 pages $1074
It was moved and carried that the Executive Board
be empowered to do whatever was practicable toward
printing the "Bulletin" and that it should also try
to build up the membership.
It v/as suggested that the basic fianction of
the Bulletin should be to keep the members in-
formed about the research in progress, books and
articles '.;hich have been publisliSJ, and completed
theses and dissertations. It might also contain
book reviev/s and articles.
The meeting was adjourned,
NATIOIIAL LIBRARY aEEK
Doubledny & Co. have asked us to remind you
of National Library week, March 16-22, 1958.
The National Book Committee is sponsoring
National Library Week, March 16-22, 1958. This
is an enormous program to make people vrord-conscious
- 7 -
and reading— conscious for at least one week
of the year. It's actually "National Reading
Week," but v/e're calling it National Library
V.'eek so that it will embrace books, magazine^
and newspapers. All major monthlies and week-
lies vn.ll carry articles revolving around the
rewards of reading. We hope th"t you vdll
do your part to feature National Library 'i;eek.
The follovdng paragraphs are quoted from
a release entitled "The Aims of National Li-
brary V/eek," by Marchette Chute.
"Certainly the people of the Iftiited States
have plenty of time for reading, '..'e have cut
the sixty-hour v/ork week to forty hours, '.;e have
invented electrical appliances that replace a
great deal of manual labor. We have lengthened
the life span. The opportunity exists, and the
leisure, but the American people have not j^t
learned v;hat can be done vdth it,
- 8 -
It is to help them learn that N?.tional
Library V.eclz has cone into being. Its purpose
is to encourage the people of the Unites States
to do more reading, an^- its theme for the
year is "^.valce Up and Read !" '•'e cannot afford
a covr.try of lazy minds and the boredon that
comes froR lcnov;ing little and caring less. He
cannct affcrd a nation of non-readers.
The first en^hasis of Library '.'.'eek vail
be on the libraries of thp United States, to
make our fort^jnite citi:5ens realize the value
of this vast, free treasure that is spread
out over the land, and to help them learn
how to use it at full capacity. But from
this beginning the activities of Library V.'eek
vrill reach out in many directions. It \riH
focus attention on the vital importance of
the school library, the college library, the
home library.
- 9 -
NEWS AIID IJOTES
Robert V, Bruce :.Tites that he has a
Giiggenheim Fellowship for 1957-1958 to conplete
his book on the Great Strike of 1877 .
Catholic University Press has piislished
Father Robert J, Cornell's The Anthracite Coal
Strike of 1902.
Russell and Russell, Inc. are publishing
Commons ' Documentary History of American Indus-
trial Society , It ^rill include new prefaces by
Henry David, Joseph Dorfman and Richard Morris of
Columbia, Louis Filler of Antioch and George R.
Taylor of Anherst. Prepublication price is i^lOQ,
list price 0125.
ffichael Harrington, staff writer from the
Fund for the Republic is v/riting a study of the
ACTU Faction in the U.E.
C. Clyde Jones and Donald L. Keranerer
have published locally a nevr text
- 10 -
Ama-plr.an SGonomlc History . They hope to have
it out nationally in the spring of 1959.
Pr^t^rg and Tephnolpgy, A History of the
International Printing Pressmen and Assistants
Ibion . by Elizabeth Faulkner Baker was publish-
ed by Columbia University Press,
Daniel Bell, Labor Editor of Fortune magazine
and Lecturer in Sociology at Columbia University,
and William M. Goldsmith, Instructor of Political
Science at Himter College, are at work on a study
of The Impact of Communism In the American Labor
Movemeni, The overall focus will set the problem
in its historical context, and attenqpt to estabOish
ansvrers to a series of significant questions:
1, How the Connrunists determine their labor
strategy;
2» How they dominated imions by means of small
groups;
3, How they trained cadres;
- 11 -
U, Hov; they maintained liaison vdth the Comnnmist
Party;
5. Vhat tensions developed;
6. Why Communist union leaders at times followed
a line which differed from the Communist Party
line;
7. V^ich unions were vulnerable to penetration
and for what reasons, e.g. ethnic composition,
structure of union, role or original leader-
ship;
8. iiThat kind of a balance sheet cculd be drawn up
\d.th respect to their total effort, and long
term Impact on the American labor movement;
9. Can their periods of success and failure be
placed i.dthin the context of any larger and
more significant historical, economic cr ideol-
ogical pattern vdthin the American labor move-
ment or American history during this period.
- 12
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NE\-JS AND NOTES
Charles Larrowe, Labor and Industrial Rela-
tions Center, Michigan State University is current-
ly at work on a study of the history and present
statvis of maritime labor on the Great Lakes, Com-
pletely unionized at the turn of the century, the
LaJces have been dondnated by an open-shop eraployeis
'
association since 1908, and are only now, under the
stimulus of the Impending Seaway, seeing a resur-
gence of unionism. Several national maritime unions
were foimd on the Lakes, and the area presents an
interesting contrast to the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts,
F^, J, R, Denpsey, S, J, of the University of
^'isconsin is working on "Right to VJork Laws in
Operation - A Study of the Court Decisions Aris-
ing Under the Law, Supplemented by Interviews with
Lawyers Involved in these Cases in Texes, Arkansas,
Tennessee, Louisiana.
- 1 -
Richard Overton vn-ites that he is now v/rit-
ing a one-volune history of the Burlington Lines
which will probably be ready about I960. This \uR
inclxide a great deal of material on the strike of
1888, Brief references -re aLsoriade to the strike
of 1377 and the shopmen's strilce in 1922.
LABOR HISTORY TIE 333 .V:D DISSE2TATI0!:S ACCEPTED AT
THIIITY-EIGHT UIU7:iH3ITIES
July 1, 1955 - June 30, 1956
Alexander, Joseph. "Develop: .ent of Labor Rela-
tions in the Ilev.' York Gsirrnent Industry; A
Study in Industry-^Jiie Collective Bargaining
in the Local .\rea Level." 1956. Ph.D. Eco-
norlcs. 3/^-3 p. M.Y.U,
Allen, Ualter liLles. "Bargaining Problems of
Industrial Locals VJithin A Kational Craft
Dhion - A Case Study of the Ilid-.'estem Mill-
men, 19A1-1951. 1956. M.A. Later and Ind-
ustrial Relations. 147 p. Illinois,
Anderson, Donald Roger. "The GAW: A Union Exper-
iment in Salesmanship." 1956. M.A. Indus-
trial Relations. Chicago. (Microfilm No. T-
3102; $1.A5).
Smith, Sharon Constance. "Intellectuals and the
Industrial •/orkers of the V.'orld, 1905-1920,"
1956. M.A. History. Washington.
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Beckuith, John I'larren, "A Corparative Study of
the Political Attitudes of a Printing Press-
men's LocEil and a Group of Nonvinion Enqjloyees."
1955. M.A, Labor and Industrial Relations.
117 p. Illinois.
Beeler, Anne B. "The ILO 1935-1955} Changes in Its
Structure, Function and Policy." 1956. Ph.D.
Political Acience. 218 p. Cornell,
Begun, Martin S. "A Study: The International Control
of Forced Labor in the Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries," 1955. M.A. Public Lav; and Govern-
ment." 115 p. Columbia.
Bergman, Arnold. "The Rise and Fall of the Nation-
al Labor Union and its Relationship to the
Division Betvreen Negro nnd '.Tiite Labor During
the Reconstruction Period." 1956. M, A^
History. 145 p. Columbia.
Bars, Helvin Kline. "Unionism and Collective
Bargaining in the Telephone Industry." 1956.
Ph.D. Economics. 2A4. p. California.
Blake, Donald John. "The Trade Unions nnd the
Social DenxDcratic Party: The Early History
of the Swedish Labor Movement, 1870-1914."
1956. Ph.D. Economics. 491 p. California,
Brovm, Ai:igust R, "The MearJ.ng of Labor Merger."
1956. M.A, Economics, I60 p. Columbia.
Carwell, Joseph. "The International Role of
American Labor." 1956, Ph. D, Economics,
666 p, Columbia,
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CitrotB , Savil. "Do Unions Raise Uages?" 1956.
M,A, Econoriics, 81 p, Columbia,
Crevoiserat, Paul F, "A Critical Analysis of
'Right-to-Work Lav/s.'" 1956 M. S, I, R.
Labor and Industrial Relations . Loyola*
Cirrry, Ben F, "Strikes and Seizure Laws in
Virginia: The Experience of the Common-
wealth of Virginia in Dealing with Actual
Industries, 19A6-1952." 1951. Ph.D. Eco-
nomics. North Carolina.
Delauretis, Frank Thomas, "Anthracite Coal: A
Case Study of the Social Problems of A
Declining Industry." 1956. M.A. Labor and
Industrial Relations. 319.p. Illinois,
Demwolf, Charles J,, Jr. "Trade Union Organizing
on the District and Local Level— A Case
Study." 1956. M.A, Econorics. Rutgers.
Ererson, H.U, Jr. "Attitudes of the American
Labor Ifovement Tov/ard the Role of Govern-
Fearon, John R. "The History of Local 1031, AFL-
CIO." 1956. M«S.I,R, Labor and Industrial
Relations. Loyola.
Fisher, Theodore C. "Uiionization of Engineers in
Industry," 1956. M.S. Industrial Manage-
ment. M.I.T,
Foote, Nelson N. "The Professionalisation of
Labor in Detroit." 1956. Ph.D. Sociology.
176 p. Cornell.
Gifford, Adam, "The Impact of Unionlom on Annual
Earnings: A Case Study Involving Locomotive
Engineers and Firemen and Telephone Linemen
and Servicemeno" 1955. Ph.D. Economics,
l.'ashington,
Gillette, J. Uilliam. "Welfare State Trail Blazer:
Nev; York State Factory Investigating Commission,
1911-1915.*' 1956. M,A. History 77 p. Columbia,
Giinsenhouser, Bryant, "The Developing Patterns of
Selected UAW-CIO Demaids Made Upon Employees in
Automobile Industry," 1956, M, S. Industrial
Management, M,I,T«
Hackamackj, Lawrence C, "Cooperation-Conflict in
Labor Management Relatiors : A Study in
Contrasting Cases (Women's Garment Industry
and Bituminous Coal Indiistry,) 1956. Ph.D. lova,
Halbo, Paul Sathe. "The Politics of the Minnesota
Farmer-Labor Party." 1955. M.A. History,
Chicago, (mcrofilm No, T-2812; |l.A5).
Hesman, Jay I. "Labor and the Soviet System,"
1956, M.B,A, Industrial Relations, N,Y,U.
Hodgson, Fr?.ncis X. "The Birth, Life and Death of
a Labor Organization in A Small Industrial Plant.'
1956, Industrial and Labor Relations, M,S,
129 p. Cornell
„
Howard, James J. "The United Mine V/orkers of
America l.'elfare ani Retirement Fund - A Study
in Economic Progress." 1956, M,B,A, Industrial
Relations. N.Y,U.
Howell, Philip L. "The Activities of the Inter-
national Lalies' Garment Workers' Union in
Oklahoma," 1956, Ph,D, Economics, 281 p,
Pennsylvania.
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Huntley, Patricko "Recent Developments in the
Union Shop Issue." 1956. M.A. Economics.
North Carolina.
Jones, Maximilian Bxighardt, "Union Participation
in Job Evaliiation," 1955. M.S. Business
Administration, North Carolina.
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'-. 75th ANIUVERSARY CF THE
^"'
BROTHERHOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN
From evory railroad in tho Ifeitcd Statos and
Canada, from cvory state in tho tmion, from every
province in the Dominion crver 2,000 members of tho
Brotherhood of Railroad Traininon and the Ladies
Auxiliary gathered in Onoonta, Now York on September
23, 1958, to celebrate the 75th birthday of the
organization.
They came to the shrine which had boon estab-
lished five years before in memory of those who
foiinded the organization and those who gave their
lives in the service of their covintry. At that
time a memorial had been erected to the v/ar dead
and the Delav;are and Hudson Railroad had given
them Caboose No, 10, in which the first lodge was
organized.
In 1883, eight men met in tho caboose in
utter secrecy for fear of losing thjir jobs, to
organize the BRT. In 1958, the Oola\;are and
- 1 -
Hiidson provided a special train of 16 coaches, with-
out charge, to bring the Grand Lodge Officers and
other dignitaries from an Albany meeting for the
party.
This contrast vas the theme of the day's
celebration Virhether it had been intended or not.
President V.'illiam l.'hitc of the Dclavare and
Hudson in his anniversary speech at Noahwa Park
indicated that 'the difference bet- -con labor and
management of the railroads is a Tcry small hair-
line; wc have the same objectives. Wo can't have
cleavage betv;ccn labor and management, ''/e live
in a perilous vjorld . . . ani it is fitting that we on
each side of the table shall have respect for the
other's opinion, for the other's integrity," Ho
mentioned the Washington investigation of other
unions and praised the railroad unions for their
clean record.
A new plaque containing the names of the 37
- 2 -
BRT ncmbers who gave their lives in the Korean
conflict was added to the memorial, A 75 year
emblem was av/ardcd Elmer '.'cssell, the only one
of the original eight men v.'ho organized the BRT,
v;ho is still alive,
A long line of visitors passed through the
Caboose Shrine during the afternoon. About half
the size of a present day caboose, many were
intrigued by the old fashioned system cf bell and
card which was used to communicate between the
engine and the caboose , The clang of the old bell
lent color to the ceremonies.
An anniversary bruquot in the State Armory
climaxed the days activities. Tho list of persons
at the speakers table was almost a VJho's Vfho of
Railroad Labor, Loverett Edwards, Chairman of the
National Mediation Board, Howard Habcrmcycr of the
Railroad Retirement Beard and Nelson II, Eortz of
the Bureau of Labor Standards vrcre representatives
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of government agencies. President VJhite and several
other officers of the Delcvrarc and Hudson were there.
President Gilbert of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen brought greetings from the
other railroad unions.
Governor Avcrill Harriman, the banquet speaker
reminded them that he too had worked for a railroad
and that ''there vas nothing wrong with the railroad
business that another 100,000 car loadings a day
wouldn't take care of,"
"The Oneonta Star" published special editions for
the occasion as did the "Trainman Nev/s" for those who
are interested in a more complete account of the day's
activities,
TAMIMENT INSTITUTE CONTteRENCE OH PBDBLEIiS
OF WRITING LABOR HISTORY
On .fey 12, 1958, in the Reading Room of the
Library, the Tamimcnt Institute sponsored a day long
conference devoted to an analysis and discussion of
- A -
problems of specific interest to labor historians
and those working in related fields of research.
The conference was presided over by Dr. Walter
Galonson of the University of California (Los Angeles).
Thirty labor historians, econondsts, ani sociologists
from the universities, trade unions, oni government
participated.
Dr. Adolph Sturmthal, Visiting Professor at
Columbia University delivered a paper on problems
in comparative labor research, Mr. Daniel Bell spoko
on approaches to an vmderstanding cf historic trends
in the eT^olution of the American labor movement.
The conferees devoted the major part of the
sessions to discussing the need for a journal of
labor history and the problems involved in its
publication, A committee was created to study
these problems and to report on its findings. The
members of the committee are Kr, Daniel Bell, Dr, John
Hall cf the University of Baltimore, Dr. Richard B.
Mprris of Columbia University, Dr. Maurice Noufold
- 5 -
of Cornell University and Dr. Philip Taft of Brcwn
U^iiversity.
IffiVIS Aim NOTES
"Tho Historical Messenger" of the llilwaukoe
Coimty Historical Sec: aty for liarch, 1958, contains
an article on Henry Smith, Nestor of the Coniaon
Council, I"^. Smith was a millright by trade, but
served in elective offices for thirty years,
supported by the Knights of Labor and tho Central
Trades and Labor Council,
The Department of Archives and Manuscripts of
the Catholic University of America has recently
received an addition to its collection, the personal
papers of Bishop Francis J. Haas, former Bishop of
Grand Rapids, liichigan, and Doan of tho School of
Social Jcienco of the Catholic University of America
from 1937 to 19^3.
Bishop Haas was nationally recognised as an
authority in the field of labor relations and served
- 6 -
extensively as an arbitrator in labor disputes;
and as a member of various public bodies dealing
v/ith industrial relations and civil rights. Records
pertaining to his work in these fields, as veil as
a considerable amount of early personal correspondence,
are among the riew materials sent to the Catholic
University by Monsigncr Charles W. Popell, Chancellor
of the Diocese of Grand Rapids,
This recent acquisition measures approximately
eight linear feet. The total collection of Bishop
Hess' papers no\-/ in the archives of the University
measures over forty linear feet and constitutes a
valuable source for students doing research in the
field of social history,
Bernard iiandel of Fenn College, Cleveland
Ohio writes, "I am working on a history of child-
hood in the U.S., which v/ill include such topics
as child labor, treatment ard care of dependent
children, child health, education, children's
- 7 -
literatiare, the child in the changing family, and
all aspects of child care and child welfare."
llr. Handel's "Life and Times of Samuel Gompers"
will to publichcd this fall by the Anorican
Instituto of Social Science,
I^. Kewman Jeffrey of I'ayne State University
is working on a Ph.D. thesis entitled "Agrarianism
as a Shaping Influence on the American Labor
Movement." He has been collecting and microfilming
all the knoi.m holdings of the George Henry Evans
papers, The ' 'cr kingman ' s Advocate , Sentinel , I^n
,
Radical and Toimg America .
Loyola University Institute of Social and
Industrial Relatior^ has issued a list of the
theses of its graduates which are availabe in the
Lewis To 'ors Library,
The Annual Meeting of the Pennsylvania
Historical Associr.tion was held at the University
of Pittsbiorgh in October. One program v;as devoted
to "Currents in the Labor Movement ih Pennsylvania."
Papers were presented by Dr. Edvdn Fenton on
"The Effect of Italian Imnigration on the Labor
Movement" and Dr. Hugh Cleland, "The Effects of
Radical Groups on the Labor Movement," Emery
Bacon of the United Stceli/orkors was the
commentator for the discussion v;hich folloved.
The papers vdll be published in Fnnnsylvnnin History
.
AITNUAL l^EETIICG
The annual meeting of the Labor Historians
will be held during the AHA meetings in V/ashington
in December. The time and p]ace will be posted
on the bulletin board in the hotel, so please watcb
for it .ard plan to attend the meeting. Announcements
will be made about the plans for a new "Journal of
Labor History."
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
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AMEEICAN LABOR UNIONS AND POLITICS, I90O-I9I8,
"by Marc Karson. Car"bondale : Southern Illinois
rniversity Press, 1959. 358 pp.
This "book Is a history of such various insti-
tutions and events that it is difficult to identify
the thread on which they are all strung. Tte title
can "be accepted as descriptive of the contents, only
if "American lahor" is taken to mean "both the AFL
and the IW, and if "politics" is allowed to include:
(1) th£ accepted two-party, pressure group, political
system in the U.S.; (2) the Socialists and the
Socialist La'borites, "both as a party, and as a Iccee
listing cf mem"bers v/ithin the AFL and the IW; and
(3) the program cff the Catholic Church as it Impinged
on the unions.
If, instead of attempting to treat the "b-ock
as a single pro"blem in history, one considers it
Instead as three separate essays, the attempt tc
detect consistency in viewpoints and concepts becomes
less trou"blesome. The "book falls readily into
three distinct studies: the AFL and the develtiffloot
- 1 -
of its political policy; the IW; the Catholic
Church and Lahor. '.Vhile the IW essay adds
nothing to existing materiails, the other two
include information and interpretations which
merit serious consideration.
Kafson's main thesis in the AFL study is
that, far from having a non-partisan poxicy, the
AFL "at its top level "became an adjunct of the
Democratic Party without incurring internal
repudiation from its memhership for its new
political "behavior." The evidence he adduces is
convincir^ enought to demand a reappraisal of the
accepted non-partisan interpretation.
In the second essay on the IW it is difficult
to see what Karson has added to what Brissenden,
Gamhs, Brooks, Parker and others have already
vflritten. Purportedly he is describing the political
aspects cf IW history. But "because he changes
his definition of "politics" here to one approximately
synonymous with "ideology" or "program," his effort
- 2 -
thins down to a mere retelling cf IW history in
entirety.
The third essay is on the program and
philosophy of tho Catholic Church in respect to
American lator. Most of this material appeared
as an article in the ILR Reviev; in July 1951|
and represented then, as it does now, the most
complete available evaluation of the Catholic
program. Karson maintains that the Church was
largely responsible for the success of the anti-
socialist position v/ithin the API, and that it
could exercise this powerful Influence because the
vast majority of the influential leaders in the
ATL v;ere loyal to the Church. In this section,
however, some serious contradictions are implicit
in the Karson argument. He believes that the
"Militia of Christ," organized and led by Father Dietz,
was the main channel for the formulation of American
Catholic policy and for ex(JrtiDg tho influence of tho
Church en the labor movement. Yet he reports that the
"Militia" was short-lived both because Father Eieta
- 3 -
was so emoticnally disturted that his superiors-
removed him to other areas cf vjork, aid "because it
was never able to raise sufficient funds to lead
a vigorous existence. Is the "Militia" really the
key to the significance of the Church'^ r.ole and
influence? Did not rather the 'broader program, the
massive concern, the persuasive marshalling of
doctrinal int erpretation of Father Eyan Influence
a small ar?iy of socially minded priests to exercise
leadership on social and later problems? The
''Militia's" opposition to socialism seems hardly
a broad enou^ base to account for the unquestionable
influence ani leadership of many priests of the
Church in American labor affairs,
Karson's strength is in the fresh, work ha has
done in two different directions: first, in a
freqjiently mapped and pr:;sumably completely worked
field—the history of the AFL's political policy
pre-World V/ar I; and second, in his willingness to
pick up and examine the hot iron of religious
influence on an important secular organization.
- U -
Each of these undertakings In Its way Is courageous
and imaginative. That he is not altogether easy
in his mind about doing either one is revealed
in the introduction. There, on the first matter
of the AFL, he picks a fight v/ith Taf t whose ATL in
the Time cf Gompera appeared while his own hook
was in progress. It is understandable that the
experience v;as upsetting. Instead, however, of
challenging Taft in the area which is ccmnon to
them "both, the AFL's political policy and acts,
Earson lists six points, at least three of which
lie pretty far afield, with vdiich to quarrel v;ith
Taft. The pursuit of these rather extraneous
questions on the quality of Gonper's leaderships
the ATL's racialism in respect to Orientals, and
its discrimination against Negroes is responsible
again for blurring Karson's focus on his main
thesis.
Karson's vreakness is thet he does not sharply
define either his problem or his method. The
- 5 -
"book jacket reports that he has had some experience
in the practice of mental therapy. At a number of
points he offers psychological interpretations of
persons and/ or events. VJhile such a treatment of
Gompers and other lahor leaders could make a
significant addition to our understanding of labor
history, Karson's diagnoses in their contexts
here are gratuitous.
It is regrettable to have to note that the
book is filled with ungrammatical constructions,
inconsistencies in proof-reading, misspellings, and
minor misstatements. The Western Federation was not
"unaffiliated with the APL after I897" (p. I52)
.
The famous boycott case is not "Buck's Stove and
Eange" (p. 50ff) but "Bucks Stove and Range."
"Business confidence and expansion" do not "rebound
(p. 65) though they may "redound" to the workers
material advantage." To describe the extreme of
patriotism as its "hi^ ebb" (p.lOl+) is to stand
in need of a dictionary. To say that "service"
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is given "on so many innumeratle occasions" (p. 255)
is to stand in need of a blue pencil. Errors in
German usage are almost as common as are correct
references. The description of Gcmpers' inter-
national activity during I917-I519 (pp. lcU-113)
Is jum'bled and in many of its dates and details
incomplete or inaccurate.
Alice H. Cook
Professor of Industrial and
Later Relations
New York State School of
Industrial ani Later Relations
Cornell University
NEWS AUD NOTES
A net e from Ed James remindsus that he la at
Badcliffe working on a new biographical dictionary
which will "be called "Notatle American Women,
1607-1950."
Leonard Rapport tells us that his M.A. thesis
at George Washington University was entitled "The
United States Commission on Industrial Relations; An
Episode of the Progressive Era." He is at the
National Historical Publications Commission
- 7 -
in Washington, D. C.
John M. Stochaj, at the Nev;ark College cf
Engineering writes that he is gathering information
for a Ph.r, dissertation at N.Y.U. which vdll deal
with the development and impact of the Atlantic and
Gulf Coast District cf the Seafarers' International
VnioS.
Selig Perlman has an article, "America and the
Jewish Lahor Movement : A Case cf Mutual
Illumination" in the putlicaticn of the American
Jewish Historical Society .
Tvjo studies are under way as part of the Basic
Issues Project of the Fund for the Eeputlic at the
University of Wisconsin. Jack Bartash is conducting
a study of the government and administration cf local
unions, and Gerald Somers is engaged in a study of
the government of the United Mine Workers. Bartash
is also working on an analytical study, The Union and
Society, to he published "by Harper and Brothers, and
an article "The Goal and Strategy of Communist Penetration
in the Lator Movement," fa a volume sponsored hy
|> Tamiment Institute. He has recently completed
le Union in the Negotiatior. and Administration
Health and Welfare Programs," for inclusion in
forthcoming IBBA volume; and "The Later Movement
the United States," a pamphlet in tte Public
fairs Parophlot Series.
I
Scott Cutlip is engaged in a study cf tho |
olutlon cf tho public relations function and
act ice in labor unions. This is part cf his over-
L long-term project covering the history of public
lations in the United States from ISCO to 1S60.
'
The University cf Illinois has purchased the
ononics library of Jacob Hollander.
A note from Dick Cverton tells us that he
II be vjorking on a general history ocT the
rlington Lines after January 1, 1959. The function
Ich he handled at the Association of American
ilroads will be consolidated with tho School and
liege Service under Tr. Thomas Sinclair.
- 9 -
Williaii: Green Human Relatiors Iltrary
The litrary has opened for service at the
Atran Center, 25 East 78th Street, New York 21, Nev/
York. Created "by the Jovri.sh lahor Comnittee with thei
aid of a grant from the Willian Green Memorial Fund,
tt v/ill deal exclusively with the American trade-
union movement in relation to civil rights, human,
rights, and American minorities. The services tf the
library and its collection are extended to scholars,
student s, and later people throughout the country.
The collection includes material relevant to
later and human relations: emphasizing the later
movement in relation to civil rights in the community;
attitudes of v/orkers and trade-unionists on intergroup
matters and related psychological factors; the later
moveirents handling of internal minorities and all
immigrant groups in tuilding the later movement and
the us e of minority issues ty employers in industrial
disputes.
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The "Newsletter" of the Lexington Group prints
the following note which should he of interest to
labor historians, too,
"The appearance of Jacoh J. Kaufnan's article
"Governnent Intervention in Railroad Lahor Eisputes"
in Currecb Economic Comment for August, 1958,
(Vol. 2C, No. 3) is significant not only for the
fact that this article constitutes a superb thumb-
nail (seven pages) sketch of the recent and present
status of administration of our railv/ay labor laws,
but also because of its excellent bibliography.
Kaufman himself has been a prolific and lucid writer
in this field, and attention should be dravm to the
follov;ing articles and books all from his pen:
"Grievance Procedures Under the Eailv;ay
Labor Act, " in Southern Economic Journal
,
Vol. 19 (July, 1952)
.
Collective Bargaining in the Railroad Industry .
New York, King's Crovm Press, 195^*
"Working Rules in the Railroad Industry."
Labor Law Journal . Vol. 5, July 195^-
- 11 -
"Eepresentation in the Railroad Industry."
La"bor Law Journal . Vol. 6 (July 1955) .
"Grievance Arbitration in the Railroad
Industry." Lator Lav/ Journal . Vol. 9,
March, I958 .
In this most recent article in Current Economl
Comment , Kauftaan also drav/s attention to these
pertinent articles: Her^bert E. Northrup, "Unfair
Later Practice Prevention Under the Eailvray Labor
Act," in Industrial and La"bor Relations Reviev
Vol. 3 (April, 1950) and F. W. Cottrell, "Death
"by Dieselization: A Case Study in the Reaction
to Technological Change, " in American Sociological
Review. Vol. I6 (June I95I) . In vi ew cf the fact
that lahor relations have played such a key role,
particulsorXy since 193^. in railvjay development,
it would seem incumbent on historians to devote
more rather than less attention to this aspect of
the total situation, particularly v/hen v.Titing ahou'
the last quarter centui/.
A letter from Melvin Zranzherg at Case
Institute of Technology in Cleveland tells of the
- 12 -
formation of ths "Society for the History of
fechnolagy." It dravs It a mein"bership from all
the social sciences and proposes to publish a
journal. Technology and Culture . If you are
interested, get in touch with Professor Kranz'berg.
Clifford Lord is now Dean of the Genaral Studies
Program at Columbia University.
The papers of retiring Senator Irring Ives have
heen given to the Regional History Archives at
Cornell University.
The Lihrary cf Congress has received a grant
cf $200,000 from the Council on Library Resources to
establish a National Union Catalog of Manuscript
Collections.
AililUAL MEETING
At the meeting of the Labor Historians in
Washington in December, President Richard Morris
announced that progress was being nade toward
publishing a journal devoted to labor history.
Tamiment Institute v/ill sponsor a printed publication
to be called the "Journal of Labor History.
- 13 -
on an experimental "basis. All of the details have
net "been worked out, "but they hope to "bring out
the first issue near the end of 1959 or the
"beginning of I960. Professor Morris asked the
La"bcr Historians to support the nev; publication
"by su"bmitting articles to Mr. Norman Jaco'bs,
Tamiment Institute Li"brary, 7 East 15th Street,
New York 3, New York
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WHERE ARE THE A.F. OF L. PAPERS
Addressing the historical profeasion a few years
ago, Vaughn D, Bornet called for a "New Labor Histcay
based primarily on manuscript materials ( The Histcrien,
Autvimn 1955) . Among the sources he particularly enfha-
sized were the archives of the A.F, of L., especially
the volianinous Central Files — then housed in the
basement of the old A. F. of L. Building — containing
incoming correspondence dating back as far as 1892.
Some indication of the richness of these files may
be found in another recent publication, Volume 2 cf
Philip Foner's Histoi-y of the Labor Movement in the
United States . Having been given full access to
these files, as he states in his preface, Foner is
able to cite and qucte from innumerable letters written
to Gompers in the 1890' s, some of them bearing impor-
tantly, for example, on the "political progranmier
of 1893 and labor participation in the Populist
movement and the Bryan campaipn.
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Many historians must have assumed, as I did
OB hearing that the Wisconsin State Historical
Society had acquired a large collection of the
A.F. of L. papers, that these were the basement
files so glowingly described by fir. Bornet and so
usefully drawn on by Mr. Foner. My search for these
files took me out to T^adison, then back to Washington,
and eventually to a dead end. The final answer,
incredibly enough, is that most of tbia material
has within the last few years been destroyed out-
right,
Mr. Bornet in his article refers casually to a
microfilming pro<?ram then in progress, in preparation
for the move to the new A, F. of L. headquarters. He
assumed that the files mould all be filmed. Actually,
only a small fraction were. The selection, it seems
mas made by routine clerical employees, often on the
basis of haphazard sampling and on the strict principle
that the only items morth filming mere those that might
hame some current administrative value within the A.F. >
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itself. The rest were \aiceremoniou3ly tossed out
a&d hauled eva7 ee Jmrk.
Only late in the game apparently, was any library
able to step into the picture — in this case the
Wisconsin State Historical Society. Wb&t they
received was the originals of part of the material that
had been selected for filminp; some had already been
filmed and destroyed. All that remains today, then
of the "thousands of crates, letter boxes and file
drawers" described by Foner, at least for the Gompers
period, is three reels of microfilm in the AFL-CIC
headquarters file room and 25 manuscript boxes at the
Wisconsin Historical Society containing some, but not
all, of the same material. (I have been through them
both.) Much of this surviving naterial is of only
marginal value. Ironically, the A.F. cf L. clerks chose
to preserve on film a fat file of Gompers' addresses and
other biographical material, the originals of which had
long since been presented to the New York Publi« Library.
(This category accotints for at least a qiiarter of the
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A. F. of L. Pape'-s of the Gompers period at Wisconsin).,
Almost no correspondence before 1900 remains — none of
the letters from P. J. McGulre and many others that Foner
cites in his recent volume. A few blocks of later
correspondence mith the National Civic Federation, and
another on Congressional and legislative matters in the
T. R. and Wilson era. On microfilm — but not apparently
at Vi'isconsin — is a group of letters pretaining to the
McNamara case. But a great deal else is pone for good.
There remain, of course, the Gompers (and Green)
copybooks. These are still at AFL-CIO headquarters and
apparently will remain there; as of November 1958, they
were shelved in the stock room. It was these copybooks
that formed the principal manuscript source used by
Philip Taft for his recent history of the A.F. of L.
Under Gompera . (Taft also had access to the minute books
of the Executive Council — the only outsider so far to
be granted the privilege.) Any future student of the
Gompers regime must apparently be content with this
same source, however tantalizing the plimpses of
that larger file so recently destroyed.
Edward T. James
Radcliffe College
NEW PAPERS ACQUIRED BY THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES
The National Archives in Washington has recently
added to its holdings several valued small items from
the scanty existing documentation of federal labor
agencies in the nineteenth centiiry; about ninety
letter-press and scrapbook volumes of correspondence,
orders, circulars, forms, and other records of the
predecessors of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, dating
from 1884-; and two letter press volumes of outgoing
correspondence (the only known records except a
published report) of the United States Strike
Commission, appointed by President Cleveland to
investigate the 189-^ Pullman Strike. The National
Archives already ha<^ the surviving records (two
volumes of minutes) of the United States Industrial
Commission of 1898-1902 and a number of
unpublished reports and studies of the United States
Commission on Industrial Relations, 1912-1915.
The American Historical
Review, July, 1958.
IRISH-AflERIC.N ECONOIIST ON IRISH CONDITIONS
The solution to emigration will not be found in
the abandoment of industrial growth, nor in ne^lirencc
of the farming community, is the view of an Irish-
American economist, F, J, Morrissey, Jr., in his
admirable book on "V.'orking Conditions in Ireland
and their Effect on Irish Emigration."
The work is obviously the fruit of long and
tedious research and is quite objective and should
be read by all interested in getting an accurate
picture of Ireland, as it was and as it is.
I5r, Morrissey deals with the ancient industrial
and social order in Ireland and shows how Industry
qas based on the land. Pastoralidm rather than
widespread tillase was favoured up to the coming of
£t. Fatrlck, After Clontarf industrial relations
comprised pastviraee, tillage to supply necessities
and an assortment of handicraft cotta?e industries.
The decline of industry and rise of emigration
began with the first British invasion and the
lucrative industry of the land became the export
if live cattle to England. The country became
agrarian as the result of English laws.
Conditions in Ireland in the nineteenth and
part of the twentieth centuries are also treated
by llr. Morrissey and his reference to the state
of affairs in Kerry shovdd be of particular Interest
to oxir readers in the county and outside.
He discusses the efforts of Irish governments
to solve the dtaal problems of industrial revival
and emigration since the advent of native government
and sets forth points for consideration which rould
better industrial relations in Ireland.
Kr. Morrissey' 3 book is printed by the Kerryoan
Ltd., and is on sale price, 3 dollars.
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THE PAPERS OF FATHER CH/iRlES OWEN RICE
The University of Pittsburgh Library has acqiiired
the personal papers of Father Charles Owen Rice, a long
time leader of the Association of Catholic Trade Union-
ists in the Pittsburgh Area and nationally. Father Ric
was active in early oreanizational attempts of the CIO,
especially the Steelworkers. He was also active in the
fight against Communist domination of the UE and of
other unions. The collection comes to eight file
drawers and has been micrcfilmed. It includes a great
deal of personal correspondence including letters of
Walter Reuther, James Carey, and a number of other
national labor leaders. It also contains pamphlets
and articles setting forth the viev;s of the labor
encyclicals and of the ACTU, lecturers and syllibi of
classes given at a Catholic Workers School, and a great
deal oi' similar material. It contains the records of
the Catholic Radical Alliance, a depression born
organization which Father Rice led in the thirities.
- 8 -
Further information is available from Hufh Cleland,
History Department, University of Pittsburh,
Pittsburgh 13, Pa.
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ATTENT ION '
This will be the final
issue of the "Labor Historians'
Bulletin" for details see
pafe 1

publication of the journal
Ljvbcr history
In May 1958, Tamiment Institute sponsored
a conference of labor historians, which set up
a committee to explore the need and feasibility
of publishing: a journal of labor history. The
conanittee, presided over by Dr. Richard B.
Morris of Columbia University, polled some
seventy scholars working in the field and fou)d
overv7helminp support for the proposal to launch
a joTornal of labor history.
The Tamiment Institute agreed to under-
wfcite the venture and to sponsor the publication
of the journal in cooperation with the Society
of Labor Historians,
The new scholarly journal is to be called
Labor History . The acting chairman of the
Editorial Committee is Dr. Richard Morris.
Other members of the Committee are;
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Professor Daniel Bell, Columbia University;
Professor John Hall, University of Baltimore;
Professor '''alter Galenson, Univereity of
California; Professor Maurice NeufeZd, Cornell
University; Fr. Brendan Sexton, UAS Research
Director; and Professor Philip Taft , Brovra
University,
Dr. Norman Jacobs, Educational Director of
the Tamiment Institute is serving as the
editorial director of the journal. The editorial
offices of the journal will be located in the
Institute.
The first issue of Labor History will
appear three times a year, stcrtine in February 19<
It ill publish articles in the followine' fields: orij
reseirch in labor histrry; studies of specific- unions
and of* the impact of labor problems upon ethnic and
minority groups; broad interpretative articles on thi
tho6ry of labor history; • -
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biographical memoirs and studies of significant trade
union figures,
THE JOHN CRERAH LIBRARY
About 1950, the John Crerar Library undertook
a review of its acquistions policy to limit the
collections to science, technolosT-, and medicine.
It was QBCertainod that there were some 275 titles of
periodicals and newspapers in the Library with their
scattered to complete sets.
After consideration of the questiop as to the
best disposition of this material, it was proposed to
send to the State Historical Society of Wisconsin all
of the titles not included in the Society's collections,
The Society had at the time a well established prcram
for microfilming labor newspapers. This sur'irestion
was discussed and "iven approval by a crroup of industrial
librarians ':^hich met at the University of Chicago in
1951. Accordingly in the sprin? of 1952, some 125
titles not represented in the collections of the State
Historical Society of IViscomin or the University cf
Wisconsin Library were sent to Iladison.
Of the remaining titles, fourteen With Chicago
imprints V7ere sent to the Chicaeo Historical Society
eight were sold to a dealer, six nere retained by
Crerar Library, and the remainder (mostly fragmentary
sets) were discarded.
MATERIAL ON LIBOR HISTORY IN THE LIBR;iRY ON THE
CHICAGO HISTORIC (IL SOCIETY
1* The Fary E. McDowell Papers contain a collection
of correspondence between Miss McDowell and leaders
of the Amalsamated Meat Cutters & Butcher 'Vorkmen,
during the period 1902-1916, The collection consists
of about 50 letters. Miss McDowell was head resident
of the University of Chicago settlement in the stock'
yards district in Chicago,
2. The Annals of Labor and Industry in Illinois t
1870-19^0
. The Illinois T7riters' Project, W. P. A.
late 1930' s and early 19^4-0' s. "The Annls" consist
of 5A file drawers of 8-^ x 11 sheets containing
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suiran'jries .3nd extracts from contemporary reports
in the Illinois press. The nev/s iteirs deal with
developments in labor and industry. Three
mimeographed volumes, covering the first nine
months of 1890 were published durinp the ye^rs
1939-19U. Copies of them exist in the New York
Public Library.
SALE .
The follo'.?ing labor histories are available
at reduced prices from the Distribution Center of
the New York State School of Industrial and Labor
Relations at Cornell University.
1. Jensen, Vernon H., "Hertipc of Conflict:
Labor Relations in the Non-ferrous ''etals Industry
up to 1930." 508 p. cloth, $1.50.
2. Jensen, Vernon H. "Fonferrous Metals Industry
Unionism 1932-195^ - A Strry of Leadership
Controversey." 3JL p. paper. '"1.25.
3. Two volume set of the above, paper 52. CC
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U. Seidenberg, Jacob. "The Labor Injunction in New
York City." 192 p. paper $1.00;
NE.7S .;nd kctes
Richard A. Comfort is on the initial stages of
a Ph.D. thesis at Princeton entitled "The Politics
of Hamburg Labor, 1919-1924." This will be a Sociel-
ogical history emphasizing the social bases of the
various political parties and the political activities
of the trade unions, youth eroups and other working
class organizations,
Irwin Nack, the author of the article on the
Chicago Historical Society is writing a history of
trade unionism in the American meat packing industry*
He would like to hear from anyone who finds material
on the packinghouse workers. On the other hand, he
mierht be able to help anyone interested in usinp the
Annals of Labor & Industry in Illinois .
Albert A. Blvmi is now at American University in
the School of Business Administration, He
- 6 -
'
will be working on a book "Soldier or '..orker:
A Study of the Draft During '.^orld V.ar II."
Juluis Perler of Loyola University is working
on "A Philosophy of the Fodern American Labor Move-
ment and Union Growth Reconsidered," (A critical
analyses of the theories of vinion growth, and some
new theories concerning the operation of the prowth,
factcr)
.
Rev. John S. Smith of Catholic University is
writing his Ph.D. on "Organized Labor and the
Government During the '/ilson Era, 1913-1921."
Reed Richardson writes: "We have received
initial approval of a research grant from the
University of Utah research funds to write a
"History of Organized Labor in Utah." As a part
of this study we are establishing a Labor Research
Archive in our Library to include historical
records of unions in Utah. We are receiving fine
support from Utah unions in turning over their records.
- 7 -
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
IffiBTING
A meeting of the association kill be held it
Louisville, Kentucky, April 28, 29, 30, I960 at the
Sheraton Hotel. The tentative program for the meet
inp is as follows:
"The Marxist Parties and the Unions." Chairman,
Stow Persons . State University of Iowa.
"The Socialist Party and the Shoeworkers, Lynn, 1897-
1900. John Philita Hall . Baltimore, I'd.
"The Socialist Party and the Unions," Milwaukee,
1900-1912." Frederic Olson , University of Wisconsin
at Milwaukee.
"The Communist Party and the Electrical Workers,
Pittsburgh, 1935-1937. Hugh Cleland , University of
Pittsburgh.
Comment: Albert A. Blum, American University.
Robert A. Christie . Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.
FRQ^ THE SECRETARY
This will be the last issue of the "Bulletin"
to come from Cornell. We are pleased, cf
course, that the "Bulletin" is to become a
"printed journal," but it is with regret that
we say "thirty" to all of you, for ne have
enjoyed hearing from you as well as getting
to know some of you personally. With such
cooperation I am sure Norman Jacobs and the
new editorial board can be relied upon to produce
an interesting and informative Journal of Labor
History.
FRa^ THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
A meeting of the membership in Washington
last December authorized the Executive Committee
to make such revisions of the dues as would. cover
the subscription .to the new jo\imal. The Committee
therefore, recommends that the ,dues be raised to
^.50. The annual subscription to the Journal of
labor -Ist.ory will be $i.OO, which will le.ve
$.50 to cover correspondence, postage,
.
speeders,
etc. Dues will be on an annual calendar basis
starting January 1, I960 and each member mill
receive the year's issues of Labor History .
No meeting of the Labor Historians is
planned for the forthcoming meeting of the
American Historical Association in Chicago, but
announcenitnts of the new journal will be made.
The Executive Committee would also like to
express its appreciation to the New York State
School of Industrial and Labor Relations dt
Cornell for editing and mimeographing the "Bulletin"
for the last four years. Under the circumstances
they have done an excellent job in keeping us
informed about developments in the field of
labor history and the Committee is very grateful
for fhe School's support.
KEEP RECORDS FOR HISTORY, UNIONS TOLD
San Francisco — The awakenine interest in the
- 10 -
study of labor history was recopnized by the
AFL-CIO convention with a recommendation that
unions make sure their original records and
papers are made available to responsible
researchers.
The convention su'^crested that affiliates
cooperate with institutions such as historical
societies, vmiversities and public, special
,
and university libraries to assure the preserv-
ation of records and to arrange for theJr
disposition when no longer current,
(Frcm the ilFL-CIO News. September 26, 1959)
CURRENT BOOKS -^J^'D PEPIODICALS
AI^ERICAH FIJNT GI A3S ';0RKER3 DNION OF N.A.
American Flint Glass 'vor'-ers Uni6n of North
America, "History, 1878-1957," by
Thomas . . Rowe (and) Harry H. Cook,
(Toledo, 0., 1958?) 153 p.
CHICAGO - H;YM/iRIvET S(,U.-lRE RIOT, 1886
Kogan, Bernard R,, Ed. "The Chica<To Haymarket
Riot: Anarchy on Trial." Poston, Heath
(1959) IH p.
- n -
CHURCH AND LABOR
San Francisco. Labor-I'^ana cement School. "American
Unionism "nd the Catholic Church, with Special
Emphasis on the Isscciation of Catholic Trac'e
Unionists; Bibliography, " Compiled by L. A.
O'Donnell. San Francisco, 1959. 7 p.
CPfTL SERVICE - LABOR roHONS
Prives, 11. Z. "Unionism and the ferit System in
Municipal Relations in Canada." (Montreal)
Canadian Federation of f'ayors and F'unicipa'' ities
1958) 58 p.
LABOR HISTORY
Cochran, Bert, ed. "American Labor in l^'^id-passape."
Nev7 York, Monthly Review Press, 1959. 196 p.
Flanders, Allan. "Trade Unions," Tillicoultry,
Scotland, N.C.L.C. Publishing Society (1957)
176 p.
Fox, Richard K. "Jim Larkin, Irish Labor Leader."
New fork, International 'Publishers, 1957,
183 p.
Galenson, '"Talter. "Labor and Economic Eevelopment .
"
New York, iley (1959). 30-i p.
Gradilone, Alfredo. "Storia del SindacalismoV: v. 1.
Inehilterra; v. 2. Francia. v. 3 Italia. Filano,
A. Giuffre, 1957-1959.
Herndon, Harry L. "Fifteen Years Later; 194-3-1958; A
,
History of Local Union 1697 and United Steelworkfli
of America, IFL-CIO." (n.p.) 1958. U7.
Hertz, Jacob S., comp. "The Jewish Labor Bund;
A Pictorial History, 1897-1957." (New York
Farlap Unser Tsait, 1958.) 188 p.
International Jewish Labor B\and. "Jewish Labor
Bund, 1897-1957." Hevi York 1958. 72 p.
Lens, Sidney. "The Crisis of American Labor."
Ne-v York, Sagamore Press (1959). 318 p.
Lopez Aparicio, Alfonso. "El Hovimiento Obrero
en Mexico." 2 ed. fexico. Editorial Jus,
1958. 280 p.
Machin, Frank. "The Yorkshire f^iners, A History."
V. 1. Barnsley (En?.) National Union of
Kine-'orkers, Yorkshire A-"ea (1958) 1 v.
Mathur, A, S. "Trade Union F^fvement in India."
(by) A. S. Mathur and J. S. f'athur.
Allahabad, Chaitanya, 1957, 303 p.
Pole, J. R. "Abraham Lincoln and the Working Classes
of Britain." London, English Speak inc Union.
(1959). 36 p.
Rayback, Joseph G. "A History of Arerican Labor."
New York, Mcmlllan, 1959. 459 p.
Schumann, Hans G. "Nationalsozia"' 5snms und
Ger;er'schaftsbewegunf." 0. Goedal, 1958.
219 p.
Taft Philip. "The A. F. of L. from the Death of
Gompers to the MergeB." Ne-^ York, Harper
(1959) 499 p.
Velie, Lester. "Labor U.S.A." Ner? York, Harper
(19'^9) 318 p.
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Berbin, Andrei, "Soviet Trade Unions." (London,
Soviet Nevvs . 1957 or 1958) 9A p. E
''Jeintraub, H.^/man G. "Andrew Furseth; Emancipator
of the Seamen." Berkeley, University of
California Press, 1959. 267 p. f
L..30R UNIONS - COit'LT^iISL^
Gabor, Robert, ed. "Trade Unions: Transmission
Belts of the Partyy Compiled by East European
Labor Experts." West New York, N.J.,
Intercontinental Press Service, 1958. 44- pi
Saposs, David J. "Communism in American Unions, "
New York, KcGravj-Hill, 1959. 279 p.
LABOR UNIONS - U.S.
Bradley, Philip D., ed. "The Public Stake in Union
Power." Charlottesville, University of Virpinia
Press, 1959. 382 p.
Roberts, Benjamin C. "Unions in America; k British Vie".
(Princeton University. Industrial Relations Secti;
Research report series, no. 96) Princeton, N.J.,
1959. 136 p.
Tyler, Gus. "A New Philosophy for Labor." (An
Occasional paper on the role of labor in the Free
Society, the Fund for the Republic) (New York,
Fund for the Republic, 1959) U p.
LABOR UNIONS - STRUCTURE
American Civilh Liberties Union. "A Labor Union 'Bill ol
Rights' Democracy in Labor Unions; the Kennedy- It«
Bill}" st3tem..tns by the Airerican Civil Liberties
- lA -
Bromwlch, Leo. "Union Constitutions." (A Report
to the Fund for the Republic). (New York,
Fund for the Republic, 1959). ^3 p.
Hvttchinson, John. "The Constitution and Govemneat
of the AFL-CIO." (California. University.
Institute of Industrial Relations. Reprint
no. 119). p. 1-43. (Reprinted from California
Law Review
.
Vol. ^6, December 1958)
Indu'^trial Relations Research Association.
"Interrelationships in the Repu!''-tion of Internal
Union Affairs." (its Proceeding's. Spring
meeting, 1959) Chicago, Commerce Clearing House,
1959. p. A88-503. (Reprinted from the July 1959
issue of Labor Lai; Journal .
Seidman, Joel I, "Democracy in the Labor Movement."
(Cornell University. New York State School
of Industrial and Labor Relations. Bulletin 39)
Ithaca, New York, 1958. 55 p.
Saposs* David J, "labor Rac--eteering: Evolution
and Solutions" (Illinois. University.
Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations.
Reprint series no. 72) Urbana, 1958) p. 252-
270. (Reprinted from Social Research , Vol. 25,
Autumn 1958)
Taft, Fhilip. "Corruption and Racketeering in the
Labor t'ovcment." (Cornell University. Now
York State School of Industrial and Labor
Relations. Bulletin 38) Ithaca, New York
1958. 58 p.
- 15 -
PUBLIC UBOR POLICY
Wilcock, Richard C. "Public Policies Toward Organized
Labor." (Illinois. University. Institute of
Labor and Industrial Relations, Reprint series
no. 70) (Urbana, 1958) P. 6-18. (Reprinted from:
the Boloena Center Review, Vol, 2, Winter 1958)
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